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For a review
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Polanski's
O sca r nom inated
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see p. 19
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How superstitious
isMSC?
F o r an
indication
see the
centerfold.
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Housing increases imminent
by M a ry A n n D 'U r s o

. Housing and board prices
arc projected to rise 30 and 40
percent resp ectiv clv for
academic year 1981-82, Jcan
Armstrong, dean of student
affairs, said.
“ K v e rv o n e fro m .the
president to the students is
saddened by the necessity of
the increase,” Armstrong said.
Raymond Stover, director of
housing} said the decision to
raise room and board was made
by the president’s cabinet.
Armstrong said everyone
understood there, would be a
big increase when Blanton Hall
was opened. Blanton Hall will
house 640 residents. With the
opening of the new dorm,
MSC will have a total of
approximately 2,000 housing
spaces.
“ We’re nor optimistic that
Blanton Hall will open for the
f ir s t d ay o f c la s s e s ,”
Armstrong said. She added that
if Blanton Hall was not ready
w h e n c la s s e s re s u m e d ,
proportional rebates would be
made for second Semester
rentals. I his means students
would pay the full amount of
their housing bill for the first
semester and would have the
difference deducted from their
second semester bill. She
included that arrangements
would be made for those
Blanton residents who would
be most inconvenienced by the
wait.
Students paid SI, 152 this
past academic year for their
rooms and will be paying
S1,504 this coming year, or
S752 a semester.
Meal plans will be:
’80-81 ’81-82 20 meal plan $640
$892
15 meal plan 592 ■ 819
10 meal plan 512 - 717
5 meal plan 376
526
“ Alrhougli the increase is sc
large, the S 1,504 figure
compares favorably to other
state and national colleges,”
Armstrong said. She said MSC
would try to maintain this
increase without anV~ raises.

depending on inflation.
Rich I)i Santo, a resident
assistant on the fourth floor of
Freeman Hall and a junior
m a r k e tin g nvà j o r , s a id ,
“ Kssentially the food is really
bad and I think that it is unfair
to raise the prices of the food 40
percent without raising' -its
Quality. Students should not be
paying for the building of new
dorms, at leasr nor to the extent

housing prices have been
raised.’“'
Armstrong said . the good
news about the entire situation
was that .V1SC was meeting
much more sufficiently the
housing needs of the students.
“ We'Ve eager to see Blanton
Hall open because the larger
the resident population we
have on campus, the more
school spirit and colleger

vitality we are likely to have.”
Armstrong said she thought
it would Ik- better to remain the
with lowest bid contract food
service for next year basically
because the cabinet wants to
check into all d ifferen t
a lte rn a tiv e fo o d se rv ic e
programs. She included that a
switch over to mother type of
system might have resulted
with a ‘higher food increase.

Stover said there had been no
board increase for the past four
years, except ’ for minute
adjustments.
D e b b ie S c h n e id e r , a
Freshman resident of Bohn
Hall, said that she was glad a
new dorm was being built,
She said th at she
understood the need to increase
housing and food prices. -

Role of women explored
by D e n n is B io s h u k

tives, or liberals). She added
char there are presently 11
women in the I .OWer 1louse of
Austria’s parliament, while
there are eight in the upper
house.
4 al lawn then spoke on how
the position of. women in
Africa has changed over the
years, bur how it has been
crippled, along with political
and economic developments
because of outside interference.
“ Africa has always been
ex p lo ite d by the w o rld
powers,” she said, “and is the
most vulnerable continent.”
Tallawy then cited two reasons
why Africa’s growth has been
stagnated: 1 ) It’s in a strategic
location (“ It’s a crossroad

,An international panel of
three women Were the guest
s p e a k e rs at Women in
International Polities, a lecture
which was held Tuesday night
in Ballroom A of the Student
Center.
T he speakers, who spoke on
how women have advanced
over the tears in politics,
society, and careers, were: I)r.
F.va N'oworny, first secretary
at the Austrian Mission to the
L’N; Mervat Tallawy, a career
diplomat and foreign affair
counselor for Kgypt; and
Barbara von jhering, a US
correspondent for two ( ierman
newspapers (Stfil Dentehe and
Die '/.eit).
“The role of women in
society has been greatly
advanced by the two w’orld
w a r s ,” N o w o r n y s a id ,
“ because while the men were
our fighting the war, the
women were forced ro do the
w'ork. (like w orking in the
factories) that the men usually
did.”
X ow 'otny said that in
Austria the women are slow ly
being integrated into the
political system and life. She.
said that right now one out of
five w'omen in Austria are in a
political organization, w'hile
one out of 50 are currently
involved in politics, or one of o
____
Austria’s three political groups a -1 m m A
(social democrats, -conserva
D r. E v a N o w o t n y

between the continents” and its
two waterways; the Suez
Canal and the Cape of Cood
Hope; 2) Africa is a great
resource for raw materials such
as oil and natural gas.
She also said that Africa has
always been confronted withsoeio -cco n o m ic problem s.
“ Among the 27 underdevel
oped countries in the world, 21
of them are from Africa,” she
said.
She added that the criteria
involved for determining an
underdeveloped country is
when the average population
earns less than S200 a year (In
Africa the population earns
only S80 a year.). “ Africa also
has only one percent of the

B a rb a ra v o n J h e r in g

total industrial production in
the world,” she said.
Tallawy added that women
have'made some success in the
last 25 vears. In 1962,^‘hesaid,
the .Ministry of Foreign Affairs
hired two women for the first
rime ever (Tallawy.w as oneof
those). In 1967, F.gyprpassed a
resolution calling for the
protection of women and
children during times of armed
conflict, which eventually
became a L’X declaration in
1974.
Von Jhering said that there
are two sides to women and the
media: 1) The image portrayed
bv the mass media (articles,
films, advertisements, etc.),
which she said are very sexist;
2) T h e actual w o rk in g
conditions of the women in the
* media.
“ Women are progressing in
the media,” she said, “ but they
are progressing .very slowly. ’
She said that the women in
West Cermany today are
active as reporters, but not as
edi t o r s - in - c h ie f , o r as
.publishers.
The lecture, which was a
part'of MS( 7s activities during
W om en' s H is td ry W eek
(March 8-15), was cospon■ Sored_ by th e A lu m n i
Association, Black Alumni
Association, the Women's
Center, the .Women’s Studies
Program, and the''Council on
International aiuf National
Affairs.
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The Dead
may live
atRutgers

within the price range ol past
performances of the university,
which has been in th e S 9 -S il
range." He also noted, that
should the deal go through, it
will be the first time the group
will have performed at the
university.
Seller will now'approach the
band and begin to negotiate
ticket prices.

MW
BRUN SW 1 C K According to Chris Mahon,
trews editor of the Rutgers
0 ni v e rs ify
n e w s p a p e r,
’/ ’.trig////, there is a very real
possibility that the rock group,
1 he, ( jrateful bead, will
perform at the universities’
athletic center. I he ’/■itr.t'Wnis lead story said
in part ’that, John Seller,
p r e s i d e n t , o f M o n a rc h
entertainment, had accepted
“in principle” a proposal by the
New Brunswick Programing
Committee for a M ax' 15
performance by the group,
according fo the chairman of
the committee.
l im l.ittle, chairman ol the
programing' committee, said,
“ We will fry to keep the rickets

Paterson
draws
blood
W’AYN I'.—William Paterson
College. (W’PC) embarked on
the largest three day collegiate
blood drive in the country,
w h ich began th is past
Tuesday.
Ihe blood drive coordina
tors were seeking 2,000
students to register for the 21 st
annual T'.ric Hummel Blood
Drive in an attempt to exceed
last year’s take of 1,030 pints of

blood.
The entire campus is making
an effort-to make the drive a
success. The radio station has
moved their svstems down to
the student center lobby and
are broadcasting-live according
to Joe Hcaly of the Beacon,
W’PC's newspaper.
As of Mart’ll 3, 725 donors,
had a lr e a d y r e g is te r e d
according to Dr. Angelo
Ann aeon e, professor of math
education at W’PC and director
of the blood drive. •
According to Hcaly, 120
jiints hail been collected as of
noon on H,‘ucsday-and the drive
seemed to fie going strong.
W hen the drivcis over it \vill be
donated to the North Jersey
Blood ( ¡enter.

TSC
dorm hike
expected
I RI X I O N —According to
proposals before the board" of

trustees at Trenton State
College (TSC) dorm students
may be facing a maximum
increase of- S 10.5 or more for
the next academic year in
housing exists.
According to. Jeff Cropper
o f th e SixIIill, I S C ’ s
newspaper, the final decision
about the hike will not take,
place before June.
The current fee for on
campus housing is approxi
mately -S3,200 per year.
1 lowever, the increase seems
imminent due to higher costs
for the next year. The labor
union for 'maintenance crews
has promised them a 10 percent
increase, Public Service and
Klccrfic’ and (¡as Co., has
proposed a 20 percent increase
in their services, and food
services is asking for a S75
increase nor for food, but tor
services.
The housing committees are
also asking for an increase in
their, fees from S5 to S10
because they claim that tlieir
nonalcohol programing has
increased due to the change in
the drinking age.
Cropper said, “ It certainly
looks like we’re going to have
an increase id lime. -

Rutgers
gets a
Hardee
N T. W A R k - -1 ) u e to th e
p r e s e n t fo o d s e r v ic e s '
mismanagement at Rutgers
University Newark,
which
has left the facility 860,000 in
the red, a new foo d service will
ta k e o v e r th e e x is tin g
operation.
Hardee’s, more popularly
know n as a ham burger
operation along the lines of
Burger King and Macdonald s,
will take over the food service
in- the Robeson Campus
(¡enter, according to the
Observer, Rutger’s newspaper.
Hardee’s had all the basic
criteria that the campus was
looking for: evidence of
successful operations at other
college campuses, a lull service
daily and catering menu, good
gross revenue figures, and
acceptable hours .of operation.

no mid-semester btues
allowed at mse
this spring

watch for it!!
sponsored by your sga

Rock lives at M S
by R o b T h ib a u lt

S c o t M u n i, p ro g ra m
d ire c to r, and five o th er
VVXEW , fm air personahries
were greeted with loud cheers
and rounds of applause by an
audience of about 300-400
people last Monday night, as
they appeared in Ballrooms A
and B of the Student ('enter to
answer questions about their
station, modern music and
radio in general.
lh e discussion by Muni and
fellow DJ’s Jim Monaghan,
Dave Herman, Vin Scelsa,
Meg (*riffin, Richard Neer,
prograni coordinator; and John
O g le , s p e c ia l f e a tu re s
newscaster; was sponsored by
WMSC fm and made possible
by Muni’s association- with
Carla DiSarno, a newscaster
with WMSC.
DiSarno met Muni : at a
concert last fall and told him
about the possibility of the
campus losing, its reception of
\V.\1SC because of a proposed
wattage increase bv another
radio station, WBCO. \J B (i()'
uses the radio tower located at
MSC. Muni, a selhlescribed
“dirty old man,” told.DiSarno
to write to him at 1V.VKW and
the air staff would come to
MSC to talk to the students.
Muni opened the talk with a
brief discussion of W-NT’.W fm.

calling it an “alternative” to the
usual radio format of playing
the same songs over and over.
“ We make sure that we don’t
play the same song as the DJ on
the show before. We may play
the same artist, but never the
same song.” Muni said. “ But,”
he added, “success on radio is
playing the hits and playing
them over, and over again.
Because of that, WNW'.W has
never been number one and we
don’t- plan on being number
one.”
Muni said the reason the
WNT'.W staff members were
there was to answer questions.
“ We have a lor of people here,."
hesaid gesturing.ro his WNT.W
colleagues, “ We should be able
jo" answer any questions about
music,- speech, comnurnica-rions, drama, ahd sex, The
questions about rock 'n' roll
would be easy,”' Muni said,
“ But for anybody interested in
sex, it’ll be discussed later. We'
have the W \K W van outside
and it’s fully padded..3’ he
added, letting his voice trail off
amidst loud howls and peals of.
laughter from-the audience.
One of the major concerns of
the audience was the increased
commercfafism of W.NT.W.
Many questioners felt that the
station w as not staving true to
its stared philosophy of playing

as few commercials and
much of a variety of must
possible.
“ I’ve been at the station
14 years,” Muni replied,
we have never played m
than 10,60 second commert
an hour.” However, Muni ,
that because of the coiiten
some of the commercials
listening audience may th
there are more, “{•very
knows that Crazy kiddie is
most successful audio dealt
the area- but his commer
just don’t fit in with what w
doing. But, the son of a In
because people buy from 1
can afford the air time ant
can’t fight that,” he said.
S celsa a ttr ib u te d ;
changes in the fornr
W \ KW and radio in gen
the changing attitude
society. “ I’M radio fro
inception was part of
counter culture of the late
and early ’70’. Antiestal
mcnr and anticommercia
were part of the culture ant
radio reflected that,” he s
“ As that culture changed, n
had to change with it, beet
people are no longerconcer
alxntt the things they t
were concerned about.”
Scelsa also felt that pet
c o n t. o n p. 5

A-660 up to Senate
by N o ra D e P a lm a

I he \ J sraresenate will soon
be voting on a bill to give
voting privileges to student
representatives on the.boards
of trustees at \ J stare colleges.
Assembly . Bill 660, which
was sponsored by .Assin.
Byron Baer (D-37), was passed
by the state assembly last June
with a vote of 52-9. It will
probably be coming up for a
senate vote later this month.
I lie bill also proposes that
women membership on the
frusrees be increased from two
to,three and that overall trustee
membership be increased from
nine to 11.
lhe MSC trustees are
collectively against the passage
of the bill, according to trustee
chairman, Krncst May. lyric
Perkins, special assistant fo 1..
K d w a r d M o ll a n d e r , X J
chancellor of higher education,
said the board of higher
education in Trenton has
passed a resolution opposing
the bill, and the chancelloV
testified against the bill before
both houses of the XJ
lesgislature.
“Students are a special
interest group that should nor
be mil the trustees," May said.
“ If jve allow students, then we
should allow a faculty mcmlx-r
and a union-memlx'r also."
Kenneth Brown, student
representative to the trustees,
said that voting privileges are
n e c e s s a ry fo r s tu d e n t
representatives to effectively
work for the students:
“ lhe trustees are .-very

conservative this year,” 4 c
said. “ I am not allowed to
participate in closed sessions of
the tru ste e s, w hich mv
predeyesors attended. It limits
the time I have to present
student problem s to the
trustees.”
Brown explained that if the
bill passes, the two student
representatives will have about
22 percent of the vote on the
trustees. I he representatives
will serve two year terms;,
rhev ’will not.be allowed to
vote, on college . personnel
decisions, i.e. firing ami hiring
of faculty and staff.
“ l he trustees will listen
more closely to a student
voting member," Brown said.
“ We h a v e a g o o d
relationship with our student
representatives, and- we take
what they say into account in
our decisions," May said.
MSC president, Dr. David
W.D. Dickson is opposed to
the bill, on the grounds that die
students are a special interest
group and the trustees should
represent a broader constituen
cy. I le . explained that the
Association of Coverning
Boards, a national group of
representatives to college
Ixiards, has always stated its
feelin g s a g a in st h a v in g
■students and faculty as voting
representatives, for the samereasons as Dickson’s.
“ In order for a student ro
serve two years, lie would have
to lx- elected as a. sophomore,”
Dickson said. “1 le would be a
pretty y oung person."
“ It takes even an experienced •

understand the fundamental,
the trustees,” May said;
make long ten'll decisions, a
the students are only interest
in the short term goals."
Brown said that the Sn;
Senate Kducatiqh Commit!
has already ruled that a sra
college faculty- memlier can n
Serve on the trustees, so
eliminates that argument
irrelevant.
“ lhe students are t
college,” lie said. “The tacul
is only one ‘o f.the services tl
college provides for Student
“ l believe that most studci
have long range goals
MSC,” Brown continued:
for one, care what will hap}
to my alma mater 10 ye
from now."
May said that sinceassumed the chairmanship,
felt that students should nor
allowed to closed sessions
the trustees, because no orl
member of the public
allowed. He said that is
violation of- the state Pub
M eetings l.aw ;,_and th
decisions handed down durii
a dosed session with a Stude
present could be invalid.
1)ickson said tliar the trustc
have written to the -board
higher education With
Opposition. Brown said th
when the bill comes to tl
senate floor, he will go Tow
and talk ro the senators. Brow
also said that the-New: Jcrs
Student Association will
sending mailgrams to all rl
senators urging their suppo
of the bill.

ber the struggle
was a little girl in Roanoke
lids, U-A, they used to call
a tomboy. She realizes now
she was nor a tonilxiy at
but stated, “ I was just
ated all my life.” Another
rtion by this strong,
them woman seemed to be
general message of all the
kers: that women must
inize. She appealed to
jen to join unions and
k together, not against each
-r.
j.
s the procession arrived at.
lobby of K(X\ a variety of
, drink, literature, buttons,
s, and ceramics were
ed. Various organizainduding NOW , A l i ,
c o n t i g,e n t s , t h e
jitional Ladies ( ¡arment
irs Union and the Sate
Alternative Alliance;
reel literature on the
it

jobs

Human Life Amendment,
reproductive freedom and
equal pay for comparable
work. Other issues which were
addressed included the draft,
nuclear energy, and the new
administration. One bumper
stick er bravely declared.
“ Impeach Reagan.”
V o tes sought

Barbara M cConnell, along
»with oilier candidates for
govxmor of NJ, was there
seeking support. She wanted to
. clarify that her running for
governor is not a “ women’s
issue.”
“ I ’m not running- for
g o v e rn o r because I ’m a
woman," she sajd firmly-, “ami
I’m not running on just
women’s issues. I lie governor
represents all the people.”
There were six women who
s p o k e in t h e e r o w d e d

a u d ito riu m . C la ra A llen,
director of the \ J division on
w o m e n , e x p re s s e d her
concerns over the new
a d m in istra tio n ’s p r o po s ed
cutbacks and urged everyone
present to call the Whire House
to let them know how the
public felt about important
issues'.
The day’s events--concluded,
with the presentation of awards
from the NOW NJ T’.ducation Association (XjLA)cssay
contest. Children from all over
the state, ranging from grades
four through 12 participated in
writing alKHit what life w ould
tic like in a nonsexist society.
The w inner of the 10-1-2 grade
category ended the day on a
patriotic h0 te 7-.it would be, slitsaid, “A nation based oil
equality...(that) the forcparenrs of America fought for.''

<7 ïe £ c £ ~

ication, and arranging an
o in tm e n t to d iscu ss
mcs and career goals,
liens said.
ibsequent meetings are
e to hand in resumes and
ate job searches. I lowever,
denf may also bring a job
irtuniry • to Co-op for
¡deration, Stephens said,
added it would be up to the
iltv of th e s tu d e n t’s
irtment to determine if the
were credit worthy,
he. Co-op Office,has a list
majors and the eligibility
uirements.
tephens said sociology,
chologv, and recrearion
re the areas where jobs were
sr plentiful. She said that
elyn Deb l oro, the other
isrant- director of Co-"bp,
s just beginning to develop
business and math science
as. “Jobs are continuously
liing in,” she said.
’tephens said some of the
ip allies Co-op is, affiliated
h include: the 1 ed Bates
v erasing Go., New \ ork
the Bergen I'.veiling
•ord, the Kxxon Corp.,
dential, and IB.M.

Running from the past,
a n d b acking into love.

C30 "(20 CO
A MARTIN RITT R O N A L D S H E Q lO Prôàuctiôn

etin lioard
In-person
d 9 for hill
me course
,s between
eek period
y lie taken
to involve

SALLY FIELD TO M M Y LEE JONES “ BACK ROADS"
A so S-cr-ing DAVID KEITH Written by GARY DeVORfc.
Vos - by Hr, NRV MANttJNl Lyocs by ALAN arid MARIlYN BhRGMAN
D *■*»<-,of lp|Pho?ograpHy j O H N A ’ ALONZQ, A SC.
P'ociL t'd by RONALD SHr/DLO.
by MARTIN RITT
RESTRICTED
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STARTS FRIDAY M A R C H 13,
AT A FLAGSHIP THEATRE N E A R YO U
CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS

I he .ylonfdarion Thur., .Mar. I ’, 1981. 5.

b y K a ren M e y e r

In his official report rò the
SCÌA legislation, Scott Garrett,
S(>A treasurer, discussed
possible wavs of increasing
SCÌA fees. Cìarrctt suggested
implementing the fee increase
this year or next. SCÌA fees are
currently S2 per credit, with a
S24 maximum. Cìarrctt also
su g g ested th re e possible
courses of action: 1) Raising
the fee to S3, but keep the
maximum at S24. This would

bring an increase of possibly
S21,000; 2) Raising the fee to
S3, and the maximum to
$36.,00,0, p o s s ib l y in
SI 14,000 3) Kccpingstandard
fee of S24 for all students
regardless, increasing SCJA
funds by S47,000. Cîarrctt is
currently asking for input on
these proposals from.thc SCiA
legislators.
Andy McCormack, vice
president of academic affairs,
presented the legislature with

th e C ie n e ra l T .d u c a tio n
Requirements Subcommittee
preliminary report. Among the
changes proposed were a
foreign language requirement
of six Credits. McCormack said
the reason for,this was to give
students a working knowledge
of another language, but
questioned whether or not
only two semesters would
accomplish this.-He suggested
that it would give students a
better know ledge o f the

Knglish language.
C ith e r p o s s ib le C'ii’R
changes included a four credit
requirement in mathmatics. If
this were to be instigated, two
new classes would have to he
created to meet, the demand.
Several legislators, and
McCormack, questioned why
th ere was no p ro p o sed
requirem ent for business.
Sanjui I.al, director of public
relations, claimed that a
business requirement would lx1

You will stop
sm oking on
April 29.
At a FREE Smokenders
meeting you smoke
all you like.
Why come to a free Smokenders meeting if you’re not sure you want to quit smoking?
Because you’ve got absolutely nothing to lose and a whole new life to gain. ,
Because for over eleven years we’ve helped hundreds of thousands of smokers just like
you, all over the world, quit smoking. Forever. Easily. Without scare tactics, “cold turkey”
withdrawal, hypnosis, weight gain, or willpower.
We’re proud of our success and of our impressive list of “quitters” . Hundreds of major
corporations, organizations, and government agencies, such as the Public Health Service
(part of HEW) have already chosen Smokenders to help their people stop smoking for life.
So, join us at a FREE Smokenders meeting— even if you never thought you’d give up
smoking. Bring your cigarettes, light up, relax, and who knows? You might just change
your mind.
THIS W EE K ONLY: Cpm e to a F R E E IN TRO DUCTO RY M EETING Monday thru Friday (March 16 thru March 20).
Qhoose the day, location and time most convenient for you.
M O N TCLAIR STATE C O L L E G E
STUDENT CEN TER
Monday, March 16

Meeting Room I at 11 am, 2 pm and 6 pm

Tuesday, March 17

Meeting Room II at 10 am, 1 pm and 5 pm

Wednesday, March 18

Meeting Room II at 12 noon, Cafeteria C at 4 pm (2nd floor)

Thursday, March 19

Meeting Room II at 12:30 pm, 3 pm and 6 pm

Friday, March 20

Meeting Room II at 11 am, 2 pm and 5 pm

All University faculty, students and fam ilies are invited to attend the F R E E IN TRO DU CTO RY M EETIN G S.
) Sm okenders, Inc. 1971 (Rev. 1/81)

helpful for students in regards
to b u d g e tin g , balancing
chcckltooks, and the like.
In his report, SCi A President
Brian Cige brought up matters
discussed at the Rathskeller
Affairs Committee meeting.
S e v e r a l p r o p o s a ls - fo r
increasing the Rat’s patronage
were discussed. T he proposals
included a possible rezoning of
the Rat, making it possible for
students not of drinking age to
enter; having 16 ounce beers on
a trial basis" and finding our just
what types of movies it would
be possible for the Rat to s how.
Cage also mentioned that the
introduction of a fast food
chain like .MacDonald’s to the ■
cafeteria was under consideration.
■The ‘political science’ club
was granted $168 from the
.Montclair Transit Authority
fund to help pay for their
upcoming trip to the United
•Nations.

W NEW
speaks
c o n t. fro m p. 3

tend to forget that radio is a
business, and as a business they
must ultimately .be concerned
with making motley. " I here is
always a corporate guy with
"the hooky who doesn’t care
what music of what commer
cials the station plays, just the
amount of money it makes."
Sceisa ' conrinueef, “\\ e’re
very lucky, at WNI.W because
we work for a corporation that
leaves us alone. C od only
knows why, but we always
make enough money to make
them happy and they do leave
us alone. Other stations aren’t
as fortunate.’’ Muni added that,
the sta tio n tu rn s dow n
“ betw een S250, 000 and
S 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 - a y e a r " in
advertising because of concern
tor the audience. * Showcasing new music has
been the trademark for \\ N T.W
.since it was created, and when
it was suggested by a m anlier
of the audience that that was no
longer true, the reaction from
the air staff was universal
denial.~"\Vecan only play lffor
12 songs'an hour and We have
more than 15,000 albums to
choosy from, with more
arriving daily,” Ogle said.
“ We’re playing. a greater,
variety than we ever have, but
th e tre m e n d o u s v o lu m e
prohibits us from , playing
everything that people mav
like."
Herman also felt that the
v o lu m e of n e w m u sic
prevented a lot of if being
liCard. "We’re limited by. rime.
We could play a different
record everyrime and still not
get to all the good new music:
There are more records being
produced than can be listened
to, just as there are too many'
new books to lx read, films to
be seen and paintings to be
displayed. You have to use
your best judgment to expose
as much as, possible."
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA

presents the

msc

ESSAYCONTEST

you. the m s c student, now
have the opportunity to write
your suggestion (in essay
form) on how you would
improue RISC’s physical # ^
looh.4
'
your essay will be Judged by
an impartial ludge ot Rise
p r o fs ., The winner will
receiue a certificate ot merit
from Alpha Phi omega and
will be considered by the
Board ot Trustees.'!

5

>bring your essay to the AlphaPhi Omega office in Lite Hall
Lobby, from 3/10-3/25,9AM3PRI

■

SPRING INTO "SPIRIT WEEK" WITH ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Alpha Phi Omega is a Class Four Organization of Your SGA
"Students Serving Students"

8. lTu-Montclarion Thur., Mar. 12, IV81.

Give the vote
to students
NJ Assembly bill 660 will Ik- coming 1)elore the \ J senate for a
vote, probably before the end of the month. If approved, the bill will
give voting privileges to tw o student rentesentativcst>n the Ixiards
of trustees at the eight state colleges in NJUIhc bill will also require
three women on.the trustees, instead of two, and the overall number
of trustees on each board would rise from nine to 11
The bill passed the assembly last June by a decisive vote of 52 to
nine. H e hope that the bill is even more success fill when it re-aches the
senate floor.
i(TV.
I'.rnest .May, chairman of the MSC trustees says the trustees arcopposed to the passage of the bill. 1 lesays that students are “a special
interest group.’ Dr. David W.D. Dickson, .MSC president, says that
the trustees should represent a “ broader constituency.”
f low can the chairman of the college trustees tall the students a
special interest group? Aren’t we the reason for the college being
here? T he students are the college. We wonder how fhe board can
justify making decisions for tin.- good of the college, but hesritateto
allow students to vote on these decisions.
May also' said that the trustees “takes into account’’ the opinions
.stated by Ken Brown, student representative to the trustees. But the
trustees can’t listen to Brown while he is barred from the closed
sessions of the trustees. Representatives with voting rights would Ikallowed at all sessions of the trustees, therefore better representing
the students.
Bill 660 will not allow the student representativesfn vote-oil issues
affecting faculty hiring and firing and related personnel actions. This
eliminates the main objection of the American Federation of
Teachers against the bill.-The students will be serving overlapping
two \ ear terms, with one student elected every year. T he second
year student will instruct the newly elected representative.
In 1829, Francis Hay land, president of Brown University said,
“ I low can colleges prosper directed by men, very good men to lxsure, who know about every other thing bur education?” H e ask a
variation Of the question today. ! low can the college Ik- governed lu 
men and \vomen who clearly understand higher education todav,
bur ignore the needs of the students to tlx extent of denying them
two votes hit their'hirvi're?

The future is now
1 he I lousing ( )ffice is proud to announce that they have nearly
doubled the amount of housing ’spaces available upon the
completion of Blanton 1bill. It is too had that students won’t be
able to afford to live there.
With the Reagan administration stiff cutbacks on aid for college
students, it will become increasingly difficult for men and women
to afford a higher education. At, ayfime when; MSiiWovild lx.“.starting a successful recruitinenr program to attract stif dents‘from
all over \ J to a low cost education, more students will opt to
coinmute to their nearby colleges. I he administration is always
looking to the future, but maybe this rime, they have looked too
far. MSC will always be a commuter college, and building a new
dormitory will nor increase “school spirit and college vitality” as
Jean Armstrong, dean of student affairs says. The high rents,
however, will decrease the number of students who will be
interested in coming to MSC,
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On The Rampage/Nora DePalma

Why can't I read?
1don’t think We need none of
them (Jcn eral F d u catio n
Requirements ((il-’.R) chang
ed. 1 ain’t doing bad in college.
I can’t add 32 and 57 in my
head, but as long as I don’t rakeno math courses, 1 get A’s.
Anyone you ask will say their
getting a good education here.
Why;, I her 1 could even
graduate come loud, or maybe
even somecomeloud. And y o u
know that when I do graduate.
I’m. gonna get a good job. .
Did you .jtoticc anything
different about that paragraph?
If you did, congratulations,
you are better than most of us.
I F you didn’t don’t worry-,
manv ofiis are in the same boat,
w hich is the Titanic, by the
way. - |
H e have all heard how the
basic skills have declined
steadily during the 197{)’s.
Unless you went to a Catholic
school, or a private preparatoryschool, you probably w ere not
forced to memorize your rimes
tables, or learn basic- grammar.
After all, knowing' that 3 x 7
equals 21. (1 think) doesn’t
m atter. It is, h o w ev er,
important to understand that if
the US suddenly went from.a
base. 10 to a base .6 system, we
could adjust. In writing, it is
not necessary to know that
“it’s" is a contraction, not a
poss'essive. It is, however, vital
to express vour .feelings on
paper, and let it all hang our,
with no thought wasted on
grammatical construction.
How- many professors tell
students for term papers, “1
will not grade on grammar, just

get the facts straight.” F.ven
'more- horrifying is an Fnglish
p r o f e s s o r w h o te a c h e s
jo u rn alism courses, w ho
informed me that he “ is J h the
business of teaching journa
lism, not grammar. ’ I think we
are in deep trouble.
I am not saying that because
I cannot add the bill at a
restaurant with any degree of
accuracy, that I am a helpless
product of the''cruel school
system that made me. It just
scares me sometimes, that I am
a junior in college, w-ith a good
grade point average (CPA )
and I don’t know short
division. And it also scares me,
that if I try to improve mv
skills, things are not muchbetter on our l A’ sets, on our
radios, in our magazines, or,
for the most part,/.from our
parents.
^
Forinstance,’ last
.week,
.Melba Tolliver, art“ NBC
network news reporter was
quoted in The Montrhirion as
say ing“ .i.and
- the person
covering it does it from their
perspective.” F.ven I can see the
lack of agreement between the
singular “person” and the.
plural “ th e ir .” W hat is
unfortunate, is that Tolliver
speaks this way to millions of
citizens every night.
This morning the newscast
er on H’X I.() fin told me, in a
somber voice, “ Twenty kids
have been killed in Atlanta."
Now, 1 had heard about the
horrible murders o f. children,
bur is there some maniac killing
babv goa'tst, too?
Somewhere we have to learn

our basic skills, and if it is nor in
grade or high school, then let it
1k- in college. The problem
with the current C FR is that
vou only take courses where
vou know you will get A’s and
B’s, such as taking beginning
French I after eight years o f
French. You- avoid taking
c h allen g in g courses, and
thereby- accidentally learning
something..The big push is to
get the, highest X ¡PA and then
present it to y o u r; future
employer and say, “See! I done
Ix-en educated, bur good!”
My mother cannot believe
that I will make it through four
years of college and never rake
a math course. Instcad of taking
math, I took stimulating
courses on home economics
and astronomy, f can’t balance
my checkbook, but I can tell
you how many- calories are in
one apple, and where the
constellation, Orion, will be in
October. AF h e l-’-a-c u 11 y S e n a te
subcommittee is .investigating
possible CFR changes to
include mandatory math and
foreign language courses, as
well as extensive reading..and
writing in other courses. I hope
the program is approved ami
iK-gins with a freshmen class as
soon as possible. Students
should work harder to try;to
learn our skills, if not in class,
then with outside reading and
tutoring. F.ducarors should
work to have this instruction
available to us in the classrooms
where it belongs.
Sol a DcT.ili/hi is tlie managing
editor.

D O O N ESBU RY
M V,howcote WELL,KID, 1XLTELL
yxjoouldnt
YOU. FOR YEARS.
BREAKYOUR YouvEFearvEEiD
SWELL NEWSTO RIDICULE EVERY
ME0VER1HE THING I'V E EVER
PHONE? ! ' BEUEVED IN ..

\.

by Garry Trudeau
WELL.LASTNOVEMBER,THETABLES
TURNEDANDWEGOTAGREATNEW
MANDATE-FLAG.GAM/LY.BIGBUSI
NESS,ANDANEND TGTHEABUSESBY
THEPOOR. IN SHORT, A COMPLETE
VINDICATIONOFNTYWHOLEU FE!

Anyway, last webs it

SUDDENLYDAWNEDONME
THATI REALLY HADNT
taken in e opportunity
TP sn downw m youan d

RUB YOURNOSEIN FT.

GREATOF NOTAT ALL.
YOUTOMAKE m i, CM
THE TIME, YOURFATHER
DAD.

/
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Kosher Komments

Please don't call ita yamaha
by Lynn S. Zlotnick

- On a recent rerun episode of A ll In
Che Family,' Arcflie and Edith arrived
late at Stretch Cunningham’s funeral.
Archie gasped in shock as he opened the
chapel door--ir was a Jewish funeral!
•While Archie fumbled in the doorway,
Edith whispered, “ Archie, you’d better
put on one of those Jewish becnies."
“ Edith,” he sardonically snapped,
“Jews call them becnies yamahas.’
What Archie meant was yarmulke
(pronounced: Y A H -m ah-kah). A
yarmulke is a small oval hat that Jewish
men wear. (Yamaha,.in case you didn’t
know, is a brand of motorcycle.) Jews
don’t usually wear motorcycles on thicr
heads, but they do wear yarmulkes.Sorry, Archie.
Jewish men wear yarmulkes to show
respect and reverence to C od by
covering the head. It is Jewish custom,
not law, to wear the Ivat. Very few

from wearing yarmulkes, they usually
don’t wear. them. Instead, they cover
their heads with lace shawls (for
prayer), or small lace hats. W ith the
advent of female rabbi's,' wearing
yarmulkes may liecome more common
among women in the future. (W hen 1
graduated from Sunday School, I wore
a yarmulke.)
The word yarmulke stems from a
Polish root, meaning “skullcap.” It can
be cafled by a number of. names:
yarmulke, keppala (proinounced KEPa-la), or kipa (pronounced KIP-ah).
Keppala is the Yiddish work for'head. If
you're anything like Edith Bunker, you
tan call it a fx'enic, but please don’t call" it
a yamaha._

Biblical passages approach the issue of
covering the head. Two passages are
found in the C.ilmttd ( a liook of jewish
law and its application). In tractate
Shabbat, it states thar covering a child’s
head insures piety: However, in tractate
N'cdarim, the wearing of a hat is
considered optional and a matter of
custom.
1 his custom, dates back to rhe early
middle ages, when rabbis instructed
men to cover their heads as a svmlx)! of
modesty before God. Throughout the
ages, the custom gradually became
binding. Orthodox, or religious Jews,
usually wear a yarmulke all the time.
Less .religious Jews only wear a
yarm ulke during prayer, during
holidays and ceremonies, at weddings
and funerals, and inside temple. Many
reform Jews don’t wear yarmulkes at
all, according to The /oys of Yiddish.
Although women aren’t prohibited

■ Yarmulk'es are ty pically worn during
religious ofiscrvance, but now atfays
wearing one symbolizes kinship to
God, and a declaration of religious

belief. It’s one way of saying thar
you’re proud to be Jewish.
The most common yarmulkes are
made out of raypn-like material, but
piany men prefer hand crochetetl,
velvet, silk, or satin yarmulkes. Many
yarmulkes are hand embroidered with
the, star of David, the wearer’s name, or
other designs.
Grouclio .Marx (who was Jewish)
once told.a newspaper columnist, "I
read your column religiously—that is, I
read it with my hgt on.”
I wonder what would happen if
Archie Bunker asked a rabbi why he
wears a yamahar The rabbi would
prolxibly answer, “ Because it' looks
better than a kow.asaki.”
• On that nore,.)’!l say gtiodby , until
next. time.
.
Lim i V.Ioinieb is ,i member of the /eii'ish
Student Union.

M SC: 80's broadcasting center
by R o b e rt E. M c V a n e

MSG is in the process of moving into
its new I elevision Genter. This facility
is centrally located in the South end of
l.ifc I lall, in an area form el y occupied
by food services! When this project is
complete MS( ! w'ill have the finest TV
facility in the state college system.
A small studiò and control room will
Equ-se ,the, blactk and w'hite equipment 1
now located in ( College f fall and a larger
studio and control room will eventually
be equipped .with full color, minimum
broadcast TV equipment. In addition
to these new studios, we will have an
audio srudi», individual and classroom
viewing areas, a tele-cine room, set
construction and storage areas, and the
necessary office and repair areas to
properly coordinate and maintain the
center’s services.
1 he center will continue to serve as a

laboratory for the undergraduate arid
graduate broadcasting majors, future
MSG students will liencfir from rhe
increased practical experiences gained
Irom our expanded facilities, and rhe
continued opportunities provided by
n e ig h b o rh o o d b ro ad c a stin g and

industrial T V centers.
O ur center serves as rhe production
and posrproduction facility of the
campus. Work here is produced bv
media center staff and broadcasting
majors for the usc-of rhe campus and the
surrounding college com m unity.
Gurrenrj.v two regularly scheduled
Gable I V-programs and a number of
special event programs are being
produced at the center for distribution
on the campus I V monitor network
and through local Gable T V networks.
When the facility is completed, the
college com m unity will enjoy
improved and increased program
production. O f course the expanded
o p p o r tu n itie s for p ro g ra m in g
represents a valuable lea rn in g
experience for our studenrs.
The addition of a second studio w ill
provide increased studio time, for the
speech and theater (broadcasting), fine
arts and educational leadership areas to
expand their offerings in I V. Increased
services will also lie reflected as a by
product of rhe new facility.
John Diglio, associate director of
m ed ia a n d t e c h n o l o g y , w as

instrumental in the' development of
these college facilities. 1 lis efforts in all
phases of the construction process have
given us results for which we wall be
justly- proud. 1 le said that the addition
of this facility will move MSC from a

Cables

quality industrial T V facility’;of the
early' '7()'s to a hill color niiiiiiiHii'n
broadcast center of the \S0 ’s.
Robert
1/,?/•( \we is the vire president'
for ¿endemie servîtes.

not

b.diibrs note: /'liis letter is in response to j. -police headquarters^ | hose cables w ere
letter, by Sue \\ ojeieehowsbi. printed in the broken and since they hat e not been
leb. 26 issue oj Hie \ fontelation.
replaced, at this time, the officers are
I he rules, of NJ preclude our state only able to provide referral to private
vehicles from jump starring disabled
garages. I find this far more acceptablecars so we cannot use patrol ears to then saving: we can t do anything.
provide this service. In the past, w e had
jumper cables, purchased by the SC A,
In j"- T. Rieh
' i i m . l i were
u n s loaned
u i .m i c h m
u ar
ut the
m e campus
cam pus
which
our
eliteI of e.mpns /whet

Quote corrected

In rhe March 5 issue of' The
Monlel.trion in SGA news, mv quote,'
dealing with the Ghi Alpha, w as taken
out of context. My hill quote wax “This
is not a religious matter. This is a group
which had broken its constitution last
semester; now they have a^ new
constitution, a new charter, new faculty
a d v iso r,- dropped their national

Students speak

affiliation, and hat e held elections for a
new executive board, they should be
reconsidered. By partially quotum me,
the whole meaning was changed. I felt
this was misleading to the students and
unfair to myself. ■;
Gr.irg Sin y.irt
S(,\ i Ieois1.ilor

What do you think of the proposed General Education
Requirement (G E R ) changes?”
“

“ I believe that the secondary
school system lacks the
responsibility of strengthening'
bgsic skills.- Therefore, ar the
college level most students are
already handicapped in the
basic skills area.”
Stephen MeQnillen
eeonomies 19iV/

“GER should address the
general student and not
someone already decided in
their major.”
¡¡amdan
nndeehiired I'tS'-t

“ I don’t think we should
have more general education
courses. I think there should tie
more Concentration in one’s
major."
Debbie Smith
home eeonomies IVS4

“ l think, it’s ridiculous
because the requirements for
the people already here have
been completed. It changes
vour course plan and. we
shouldn’t get blamed for the
deteriation of the seniors.”
'I Iftresa lei/ninys
eeonomies 19,V3

“ I.’m opposed to'taking more
general-education requirements
because even with 12 courses in
our major it doesn’t cover it
enough for someone to be an
expert in their field."
Lynne Kiirebahas
li ngIisIt IVS-l

“ I think it’s unfair. Ir
discourages students to take
classes out of their majors.”
Rose /.a I eeehia
Spanish ! 9S 2

by David Yannacci and Audrey Rosenberg
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"El SalvadorReagan 's Vietnam "
by Tim M cM ahon

I lie above headline appeared on the
cover story of, last week s I ’ilnifif I ’nice
and although its authors, Alexander
Cock burn and James Ridgeway, have
been, known to exaggerate somewhat
before (i.e. Rolling Stone) when dealing
with potential figures and government
dealings and or machinations', this.time
they are right on target. T he eon flier
presently occurring in K1 Salvador is a
definite threat to our national security,
so say Alexander Haig’s buddies on
Capitol Hill. It sure as hell must be,
beeause last week Uncle Sam found an
extra $ 200*million in his jean pocket he
thought he lost;¿Hid promptly handed it
over to K1 Salvador, to insure that they
don’t entertain the notion of maybe
pulling back a certain curtain to see
what lies behind it. \\ e might lx.- too
late, but it doesn’t hurt to intervene just,
-one more rime. After all, isn’t that what
made us so great?
Maybe so, but you would think we
would learn from Vietnam tharmilitary
isn’t always thelxysr policy. Apparently
though, R eagan’s adm inistration
believes it is, for we constantly read and
hear of him and his cronies- “talking
tough’.’ to the Soviets to “build up an
ultra patriotic mood that would accept
big in creases in th e m ilita ry
expenditures at a rime of eeonomie
troubles and prospective cuts in
domestic programs” (AV-tc 1 ork l imes,
leb. 13).
Sueh increases in the military have
already been appropriate; witness the
$32 billion. addition to the military
budget last week, as well as another S22

million to shore up the existing fleer of
naval ships. XJ can take pride in the
latter, for the L’SS NJ will betaken out
of “ mothballs” and put into action. (I
hope it will be more successful than the
Ciants in defeating the opposition!)
With The year anniversary of the
assasination of Arehbishop Osear
Romero by leftist insurgents only a few
weeks away, now is a good time to
reflect on what this struggle between
leftist guerrillas arid right wing troops
means to the American public. Briefly,
you should know the following salient,
points:
*K1 Salvador is a country South óf
Mexico;', with only Honduras and
Ciuatemala between the two. I herefore
it is rather close proximity to the L'S.
^Although the Kremlin denies any
Soviet arms are being shipped to 1.1
Salvador, it is a known fact ‘( ’riba has
more Soviet arms than MSG has
commuters. These Cuban* (Soviet)
arms have been finding their way into
T’.l Salvador on a large -scale.
* The Pentagon is considering
sending more military .advisors, and
tossibly, military training teams, into
•’.I Salvador.
*Steps have lx*en taken by the Reagan
administration to improve our relations
with right wing military regimes on
South America, only a hop, skip, arid
jump away from T’.l Salvador.*Utufe Sam is shitting in his political
pants.
Stay tuned. All this should develop
into something interesting. All you 19
and 20 year olds have registered, right?
Tim Me.\Lilion is ¡i staff veuter.

FORT
LAUDERDALE

MIAMI
BEACH

DAYTONA
BEACH

$ 119 .

$ 99 .

$ 99 .

AH rates i n c lu d e lo d g in g a t d etune o ce a n Ir o n t h o te ls
A ll rales are s u b /e c l to a $18 00 lan a n d se rvice ch arge

OPTIONAL:
T ransportation to M jb rn i
. Ft. L a u d e rd a ie a n d
D aytona is. a v a ila b le
; $79.00
~ Round-Trip

TOR RESERVATIONS AND
INFORMATION CONTACT: •
. Key Travel U nlim ited
31 C arferet Street |
B lppnifipld, NJ. 07003
(201) 784-8900

A T rilMTIOIM
There is a mistake in the

- n »80 -198:1 SGA Calendar.

Spring Break ist
A vril 13 — 19.
Not March 13 — 19.
We apologize for any
inconvenience this
misprint might have
created;

Bus leaves MSC 10:30 am
Leaves N.Y. 6 pm
Tickets $2 per person

Spend St.Patrick’sDay
T" with C.L.U.B.

8 — 12 pm
Student Center
Ballroom s
$2 w/M SC 10
$3 guest
2 ID’s required — Must be 19 or older

sSffik

A CINA REM INDER

ZOUNCll

Af'AIK

Tues. Mar. 17 at 4 PM.
♦

11
!!►

General
—

Membership^Meetin

Purple Confi enee Room,
Fourth Floor Student Center.

Mon. Mar. 23 at 8 PM.

t
p

A l Pacinof in
"And Justice For A ll"
Student Center Ballrooms
Admission: $1. with MSC ID.
$1.50 all others.

Tues. Mar. 24 at 8 PM.

r
P

20l20rs Peter Lance, Speakin On

The Making of 20/20.
Student Center Ballrooms
Admission: $1. with MSC ID.
$1.50 all other.

Tues. Mar. 31 at 8 PM.
CINA
and
JSU
SPONSOR
t
P r . E m m a n u e lL o tte n E
ii
h
I __ update-The Peace Process

P

Perspectives and Obstacles".
CINA is a Class One Organization of Ypur SGA.
"Students Serving Students"
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t a r s s t u d S/ L C marathon

by Jennifer Butman

(¿ary W’oolford, defensive
back for th e -( ¡¡ants, Johnny
'Dark from W’NBC radio,
Larry Doby, the first black to
play in Amerieah league
baseball, and other sport
celebrities will appear at the 24-,
hour Volleyball Marathon for
the benefit of rhe American
Cancer Society.
“ Don Inins from \V \B C
might come too,” Ann Marie
Miskewicz, president of rhe
Student Intramural and 1.cisure
Cooncil (SILC), said. She
enthusiastically explained the
highlights of the Fourth
Annual Volleyball -.Marathon
sponsored bv SILC.
' “ We want ro raise money for
the cancer-.society. We don’t
make any profit,” Miskewicz
said as she drank from a
styrofoam cup. Food will be
donated from fast food stores
such as Dunkin’. Donuts in .
W'allingron and Burger King
on Rr. 46 West, Little f alls.
I lie team that raises rhe most
money will win a SIOO dinner
certificate and the individual
who brings in rhe most money
will win a 10 speed bicycle

donated by Fop Brennan
Bicycles in Irvington.
Beginning at 6 pm on March
and continuing for 24
hours, six reams will be playing
in rwohour blocks of rime. It is
$50 for a two hour entry,
sponsors can donate money for
each hour played. “ It you have
a 10 member team it is only $5
a person if you don’t get any
s p o n so rs , " M is k e w ie z
explained; shaking her head of
short blonde hair.
20

“ I he Yankees donated
cquipiricnt- - 100 Ifclmets, bats,
posters and Yankee windbreakers for prizes for rhe 24
hour raffle. W'c also have
tickets to the Knicks and Nets
for prizes." W’hite shirrs with
blue trim that have rhe Yankee
emblem on the back and ‘I
volley for cancer’ on the front
will Ik sold.'It isn’t competitive.
\ o n don’t need to be a super
athlete to play. W'e are there to
have fun,’ Miskewicz stressed
as she chewed on a plastic
straw.
I he marathon was starred
four years ago and every year it
is a success. “ We raised ,$4,000
last year and our goal was

$6,000. This year I want-to
double it. My goal is $ 10,000
and w e ll p ro b ab ly get
$8,000,” .Miskewicz said'wirh
a bright smile that lit up her
pretty blue ev es.
1 his is the first* time that
W'.MSC radio is working w ith
SII.C’s marathon. They will
be broadcasting live in Panzer
(iym with live music and
interview s'. “ People can
request 'a song for a small
donation,” Miskewicz added,
leaning back in a comfortable
purple chair in the fourth floor
Purple Conference Room. Qn
.the wall was painted a sky with
purple clouds and a yellow sun.
( iym six w ill be left open for
sleeping; “ i lie players can get
a few hours' sleep in iK'tween
games. I here are mats on rhe
floor, or they can bring their
sleeping bags," Miskewicz
said.
Applications can be picked
up in the SII.C ( )ffice on the
fourth floor of the Student
Center. I he office is straight
ahead as you walk our of the
elevator.
“ President Reagan will get
an im itation. You never know,
l i e ju st m ig h t c o m e ,”
\ Iiskewicz ex claimed.

MSC NIGHT

NJ GEMS VS. ST. LOUIS
Time:
Where:
Pricer

7:30 PM.
South Mountain Arena, West Orange
Only $2. with MSC ID.
*

_ In Cooperation with

SlLC■

mflarathon the Gems will Donate ,50c from
ticket sold to the American Cancer Society!!!

!

Tickets Available in SILC Office
Fourth Floor Student Center
or call 893-5245

H>

Men's and Coed Softball Tournament
Applications due April 1,1981.

SILC is a Class Orie Organization of Yoiir SGA.
"Students Serving Students".
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The odds are against ^

by Catherine Berezansky

" .\lv m other and my
( ¡randmothcr saw a Strange
black 'cat staring at them one
time. A few weeks later my
( «rancHather died,” said Kuril V,
a blonde haired bine eyed
philosophy ami religion major.
“ I don t know it I’m really
superstitious," she continued,
“but sometimes I get afraid
when someone says, 'what it
such and such happens,’
because after they’ve said it I m
afraid it will increase the
likelihood of that thing
happening."
I r v in g to m uffle her
laughter amidst the • studious
atmosphere ot the home
economics lounge, l.mily
rememliered the time she and
four memberi of her family
were driving but .West on a
deserted road • and someone
said, " 'What it we get a flat
tire-’ So we did,’ she said.
"After we changed it and got
back into the car, someone else
said 'What if we get another?’ ”
I lets'gyes widened as she said,
“Can vou believe we did! We
ended Up standing out oil the
road with a sign that said 'help,'
she added laughing.
For the truly superstitions
there is a lot morcto avoid than
just black cats, walking under
ladders and going out on
Friday the 13th.
"Do
know what I
actually believed when I w as'
little?,” said one student
laughing.'" I thought that it one
of my brothers t»r sisters was
K ing on the floor and 1stepped
over them, that unless I stepped
ov er the other w av again they
would stop growing,” Seat«!
in the College I kill lounge, the
pretty senior Fngiish major
pushed her blonde wave hair in
back of her shoulders. "My
parents came from a small town
h i the Abbruzzi region o t Italy,
along.the Adriatic coast," she
explained. “ In this town they
believed things like, il vou
forgot to feed the animals on
Christinas Lvc they would
talk. When I was little, a lot ol
what thee said influenced me. 1
remember being loud ol
y o u

walking backwards, but i
would never do it on a hill
because my mother told me
that Jesus would cry. • I
remcmlier doing it anyway one
rime and I fell backwards. I
don’t know about Jesus, but I
sure cried!" she said laughing.
“ There are certain things we
all do . without really being
superstitious," a dark haired
senior anthropology major
said. "I was just at the snack bar
when a girl next to me threw
some sugar over her shoulder
and then asked, 'W as I
supposed to do that for salt or
sugar? ”
"I guess I do have a sort ol:
u n l u c k y c h a r m , ” sli-oconripued. “ When any brother
was in the army lie had dog tags
made for me. I always thought,
it would mean something bad
like I was going to go into the
arinv, or since they re used to
identify dead soldiers, that I
wopld die,” she said glancing at
her friend sitting next to her.
A dark-eyed psychology
major named John said, 'A our
destine is controled by you. If
vou believe something bail is
going to happen, it probably
will because you think about it
so much.”
I le fold a story about
someone in his film class who
made a scene with flic teacher in
front of the whole class because
he w as given the number 13 for
a production number and w as
convinced it meant he .would
flunk the class.
"M v girlfriend has become
superstitious over a singleevent that happened to her,” he
said, “ While driving her car she
said that she wished an enemy
of hers would get into an
' accident, and just then someone
cut her off and she totalled her
car.”
One student explained that
she had left her destiny in
someone elses hands.
" I’m not at all superstitious."
Bobbie sail! as she squeezed
honey from a small plastic
bottle into her tea. "I believe
more in the power ( JVrist has in
the ev ents of my life," she said
with a smile.

by Darrel Lippman

“ Bzzzzzzz/.zzzz!” goes the alarm clock
be called), an economics major at MSC, lit
Lennon’s Starting Over.
He starts to sing, “O ur lives, together,
“ My mom, on occasions, would lean het
singing,” Steve said in a grave voice, “but
lavs this heavy superstition on me; I gucs
T h a t superstition, the skinny 5 foot 1 1 ii
sing before breakfast or you’ll cry before
He puffed on his cigarct and recalled tho
that, breaking into a wide grin?
ou sec, I
When the alarm would go off to wake me ft
knew she was standing in my door ready
with a chuckle.
The dark brown, curly haired economy
"fo r the simple minded who are easily ledt
it.
So did his mother’s warnings ever com
“ I guess I’d have to say veah, onetime, i
his blue almond shaped cyes..
He continued, “But it had to be a mere c
the day of that particular morning (last ye
looking a bit cede about the whold thing.'
break a Ixinc,” he added justifvingly.
I Its mother, Steve confessed, w'ould nev
strong ly assured that it’s just somerhi
intentions. His mother doesn’t say if fri
“freaky” that particular time.
“ I never tied in breaking my arm with
Steve added.
Since then, Steve still croons at 6:30 in
m a k e that statement too much any more.

different view on clothing,
certain fielders during infield
however. "The coach is
d r ills ,” I iberi noted in
“ After (pregame) inlield
superstitious when it comes to
between pitches during an
practice, I throw the ball up and
colors,” I iberi said. "If w ere
catch it behind my back. It I 'M S C t r a i n in g s e s s io n .
winning wearing red. We stay
“ Usually I’ll throw the ball
drop it we’re in trouble," Vin
.with it. When we lose, we
down to the starting team and
Tilieri commented through his
switch to white,” fie said
will go ■in order—rhirdbase,
scarlet red catcher’s mask.
pointing out that in Florida last
shortstop, secondbasc, and
By “in trouble," Ti fieri
year, MSC went on a hot streakfirstbase,” he added.
pointed our that whenever he
wearing red and lost when they
( )ne of the senior catcher's
drops the. ball, his team loses...
were attired in white,
most consistent superstitions
" I t ’s a fact," MSC’s six foot
" I t ’s lik e th e D allas
involves sitting at the end of the
backstop noted. "Fast year
Cowboys with their jerseys.
bench, to - the right ot the
the playoffs against ( ¡lasshbro
When you’re winning wearing
storekeeper, when his team
Stare College ((¡SC) is a
one.color you dou r want to
needs runs.
perfect example. In the-first
change,” he said-.
1 iberi believes in raking
game (best of three series) I
As tor the team, you'll never
good care of a bar if lie’s hitting
caught the ball and wiywon. I
see • an MSC Indian baseball
w ell w ith it —espeeially
missed it in fthe second game
player srep on a line on their
wooilen bats. “ If you lend
and we lost,” lie explained.
way'on or off the field. “1fill's
y o u r hor. bat to someone, it
“So, in the final game, 1 was
the same way,” I iberi noted.
alw avs get cracked, he noted.
going to make sure I caught it,”
" \\ lien he collies out to the
“ It’s as if the. bar w ere say ing
I. iberi continued taking off his
mound, you’ll never see him
'You’re giv ing me aw ay so I’m
red barring helmet and waping
touch the foul line.”
going to break on y bu,’ he
his brow. “ I caught the ball the.
The MSC baseball team w ill
first time 1 did it, but I wanted ■said. . y
V
.
make their annual trip to
( in occasion, he's gone as far
three in. a row this day. I
as faking the bat home with , Florida next week and I iberi
wanted In make-sure it w asn't a
him and putting it nex.t to his . will fall into another -of his
fluke. 1 did it and we won 5-4,".
superstitions. " L a st year I
lied.
he rememlieRed.
bought some ciga/s down
t ' I iberi commented-.that he
I he 22 ^year-old
I iberi
there.. When we came back, I
doesn’t wear anything special
Vs ra te d th a t th is l i t t l e
Used to bring some to games,”
or ’carry good luck charms with
superstition started in high
him. I ie did note, however, die said.
school, btirrcafly picked tip last
"It was spooky. We needed
that his equipment comes into
seaso n . " I 'm d e fin ite ly
to win two games against ( ¡SC!
play at certain times.
'■superstitious,” he said. "\\ hen
(last May) and we won. I
“ With two outs in an inmilg.
w e got off to a poor start last
starred bringing them to
I’ll always put my equipment
y ear, I reallyVstarred practicing
games, but we didtvr alwavs
(mange and black shin guards
mv--flip. We Won 10 our ol our
xvill,” he stated.
and black chest protector) on
last 13 from then on,'” he
May be if was a coincidence;
and tuck both mv arms inside
recalled.
may be there w-as "something”
Two of the ( ¡lifton native’s' the protector. Usually a rally
in certain cigars. Whatever the
w ill then s ta r t,” I'iberi
other pregame superstitions
remarked from within the' 1.7 answer, those cigars are all
involve grounds keeping, and
foot high, steal and tict barring gone now, but 1 iberi promises
fielding. “ Duringwarm ups, 1
to bring back a new batch this
cage in Panzer (¡yin.
alwavs smooth our homeyear. Will they contain
' I ’ll n e v e r ta k e mv
plate," lie said. “ It’s similar to
vvhat_ a goalkeeper doe's in - equipment off in the ninth anything, iniire than tobacco?
inning either,” he stated in tear The months anil games ahead
hockey, I rub my foot from
will fell.
of giving his teammates bad
side to side to even out the dirt
luck.
and clean the plate,” he added.
MSC Coach F red I iril has a
“ Also, I always throw to '
by Paul Huegel
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t you on Friday the 13th
by KikuVassoler

alarm clock at 6:30 am as Steve (as he wished to
• at MSC, lifts his head lazily to the tunc of John

:s, together, is so precious, together....”
3uld lean her head in my room and tell me to stop
: voice, “but not because I’m a terrible singer; she
n me; l guess vou’d call it a superstition.”
y 5 foot 11 inch MSC student revealed, is “Never
I cry before dinner.” .
I recalled those-times when his mother would say
. “ You sec. I’m not Superstitious, I never will be.
o wake me for school. I’d sing lou dcr than ever if I
door ready to hit me with that line, ” Steve said
ed economics major thinks that superstitions are
c easily led to believe such trash” as he so ably put

gs ever come true?
a; onetime, I Suppose, Steve thought, squinting
>be a mere coincidence that I broke my right ar,m
aing (last year) my mothersaid itto the,” he said,
hold thing. “ And tell me you don’t cry when you
fvingly.
I, would never wish anything likethat on him. He
ust something she says without any harmful
\ i say if frequently, but Steve felt is was just
iv arm with what my mom said that morning,”
is at 6:30 in the morning, but his mother doesn’t
l anv more.

by Barbara Spallitta
“ 1 stood in the middle of
f irst Avc. as 1 watched my
lieautiful, once shining black
and silver, seven-month-old
firebird get crushed and
mangled by three skidding
cars, a blue and green van, and
one tremendous dump truck.
Tears rolled down my face and
froze to my checks just as the
rain froze to the streets and
coated them with ice. All 1
could think of was how hard I
had to work to save up enough
money to- put a downpayment
on a car,” Maria, a 21-vcar-old
psychology major at MSC;
said.
“ After the police came and
took all the information, 1 was
told that 1 could leave. 1 was
trembling and afraid to get
back into the car, but 1did with
a lot of foreboding and tears all
the 'w a y home. As if the
■accident weren't enough to
ruin niv day, I soon discovered
that Maurice, my pet frog that
my brother Greg gave to me
three years ago, had croaked. 1
simply collapsed into the
livingtoom sofa and held mv
breath as I said a silent prayer
because 1 know that bad things
^alwavs happen in threes,”
, Maria said as she sat in the
S tu d en t C e n te r cafeteria
stirring a cup of hot coffee.
Suddenly she shouted, “ I got
ir,” -as she shoved rhe plasticspoon into the hot coffee and
retrieved the bubbles which
had formed in the cup. With a
swift wrist movement she
placed rhe spoon in her mouth
and swallowed the bubbles
e x p la in in g th a t an o ld
superstition guaranteed thar
such an action would bring her
some unexpected, but very
welcomed money since she is
presently unemployed.

She went on, “ I sat silently
clasping my hands in prayer
hoping that nothing too
devastating w as about to
happen. As 1 pushed a lock ol
hair behind my ear I suddenly
knew that part three of that
terrible day had slipped b y right before my very ears.
Now 1 had another reason to
cry. I had lost one of my
favorite gold earrings that my
sister Joan Anne gave me. She
gave me a pair of 14 karat
brushed gold teddy bears for
Christmas and 1 absolutely
loved them. 1 was so upset
because I had them for such a
short while. After a day like
that, of which I have many,
h o w c o u ld I n o t be
superstitious?” Maria asked.
“ O f course my sister Jana
thought it was hilarious. She
wanted to know how many
people got two brand new cars
in seven months, and asked
whether she should take
.Maurice to her biology class
for dissection or serve froglegs
for dinner, and then s he assured
me that at least 1 hadn’t lost my
ear—just my carring,” Maria
mithicked s arcastical 1y.
“Jana is another story,”
Maria said rolling her eyes to
the top of her head. “She’s my
bad luck charm, and it just so
happens' that she was born on
.May 1-3, 1960—and that was a
Friday-. Living with Jana in
enough to make anyone
superstitious," Maria explain
ed laughingly.
“ 1 guess I inherited being
s u p e r s t it io u s fro m my
mother,’’ Maria explained.
“When we were little she
always yelled if one of- us
stepped over rhe other—it
stunts the growth," she said as
she stood up and modeled her
petite 5 foot 2 inch frame. “Jana
alw ays stepped over me,’ she
insisted.
As she sat tw'irling her short
brown curls around her index
finger, Maria pointed to her
newly: purchased gold hoop
e arrin g s e x p la in in g th at
earrings are good luck charms,
as they ward off evil spirits.
And since there are always evil
spirits lurking around her, she
decided to pierce her cars a
second time and to ear two sets
of amulets.

Maria insists t hat acting with
and using superstitions wisely,
one can overcome various
dilemnas, as with the present
water shortage. “ All 1 have to
do to remedy the drought is to
wash my car. Because if I do it
today, we are sure to have a
powerful rainstorm tomor
row” she explained scientifical
ly. But her hands are tied.
“ Before, all" 1 had to worry
about were nosy neighIxirs
with big eyes and bigger
mouths, but now I don’t even
have a car,” she sighed.
As she yawned, Maria wxs
quick to cover her mouth for
she did nor want any evil spirits
to enter. Although Maria was
co nvinced th a t her life
correlated and is somewhat
guided by her superstitions,
she7did not admi r that some
just don’t hold true, like the'
rime she partied all night and
was too tired to study. “ It’s an
old superstition thar if you
sleep with a book beneath your
head, you’re sure to pass an
exam w ith a good grade. I
mistakenly chose to sleep on an
1 ,8 0 0 p a g c .4 b n n r m al'
I’tycholoiry book. All I got was
a very stiff neck -and a 1)-,” she
admitted.
“ I guess coincidence can
happen and possibly good or
bad luck might prevail. After
all,” she began to whisper,
“ vou’rc not supposed to trust a
person with green eves," ass lie
put on her dark’sunglasses an
the middle of- the cafeteria.
“ And [ana always used to step
over Greg and he-s .6 foot 4
inches, and I always swallow
bubblegum and haven’t had an
attack - of appendicitis—yet,”
she thought aloud.
“My fqor itches,” she said as
she hurriedly got up from the
table, “That means that 1 am
headed for someplace new and
exciting. O f course it wouldn’t
mean thar I have athlete’s foot,
after all-. I'm not athletic in rhe
least,” she said stroking theside
of her chin. “ Right? Well, I
have to go now, but. I can’t
reveal my destination because
that would Ik- bad luck,” she
giggled as she pushed her sear
beneath the table.
“ Wouldn’t it” sheshoutedas
she pushed her way through a
crowd gathered,at the exit.

“ My mother believes it’s bad
luck to travel on a Tuesday.”
Tina Nicholaidcs said to the
other girls around the table in
the- Student Center Cafeteria.
As she gulped down her coffpc
Nicholaidcs said, “My mother
canceled Our Tuesday plane
reservations to Florida because
she felt if we traveled on that
day something terrible would
happen.”
The dark, curvy, psycholo
gy major explained, “She was
born in Greece and believes in
these sillv superstitions. 1don’t
believe in such things, but I
have to say it was a lucky thing
we didn’t go thar day. We
found out later that the plane
was hijacked.” '
Nicholaidcs’ smile widened
when Janet Maionc, who sat to
her right, nodded in agreement.
Maionc; a peppery, Italian girl
said, “ ! know whaf you’re
talking about.
“ My mother always sits on a
Milue seat when she travels on a
plane-. She says, ‘Lady in blue
carry me through.’ It means she
will Ik- safe from an accident
because the blessed Virgin
color is blue and if she sits in a
blue seat Mother Mary will
protect her from harm. She
went on a plane only once, but
nothing happened to her.” As
she stripped the cheese from
her pizza Maionc mentioned,
“ But I don’t really beievc in
such things....”
Clara glanced over her
shoulder then tu rned to
Maionc, “ In high school 1
really liked Joe. He was so cute.
1 would do three hand stands
on my bed when I thought
a bo ut him." Clara’s Hue eyes
bulged out and her speech
quickened, “ I finally decided
how I could tell if Joe liked me
or nor. On niy way to school
rhe next dav if th?traffic light

was green at the bottom of my
street it meant that he liked me.
When I drove to the light it
was red, bur just as I got there is
turned green. Thar was the
very same day Joe asked me to
the senior pr.ofn.” Clara shifted
in her seat like a proud mother
hen laying her first egg.
“ We’ve been doing handstands
together in lied ever since
then.”
Maionc pushed back her
thick hair as . she instantly
looked up from her covered
book. “Bad things always
happen in threes. When .my
.fiancee’s grandfather died I felt
someone else would die.
W ith in tw o w eeks my
neighlxir and my grandfather
died.” All in one breath
Maionc said, “ Ir happens all rhe
time this way. Three drastic
things will always occur, like
three car accidents or three
deaths. It’s true.
The fiery, petite, junior at
rhe head of the table took a deep,
breath as she collected her
th o u g h ts .. “ T here is a
superstition about changing
the setting on vour engage
ment ring. If you get another
setting the marriagewill never
r-.ike place. My cousin didn’t
believe this was true and
changed the
setting. ( )ne
month later- they broke off the
engagement.”
Alaione waved her left hand
in the air and revealed a one
caret diamond ring. “ If ir rains
on your wedding day that
means good luck.” She
persuasively added, “ I know
Alike and 1 will be happy
Itccausc- he believes we will.
Two days lielore he met me.
Alike was sitting on the beach
and saw a falling star. 1 le made
a wish to meet the perfect girl
who was sweet and Italian.
And then he found me.”
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§Information Meetings
Monday, March 16,1981
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Wednesday, March 18,1981
Meeting Room 2

9 am — 10 am
11 am — 12 noon
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Student Intram ural & Leisure Council
in cooperation w ith WMSC
presents

The 4th Annua
24 Hour
ID,
CJ

(m s ft© lh ] © lp © f t t e i r s .

to benefit the American Cancer Society

FRI. and SAT., M arch 20 & 21
6 pm — 6 pm
P an zer G ym
HOURLY RAFFLES

C e le b r itie s

Win Gift Certificates
Tickets to the Knicks vs. Nets
Autographed Nets Basketball
NY Yankee Equipment
Giants jersey
Autographed pics of Larry Holmes
Free dinners

JOHNNY DARK, WNBC Radio
will appear 6 pm Friday.
GiANTS will play Friday at 8 pm.
Larry Doby, Cleveland Indians M g r . <Sbplayer
will appear Saturday.

Team that raises the most money will win a
$100 DINNER CERTIFICATE
Person who brings in the most money will win a
10-SPEED BICYCLE donated by Pop. Brennan
93 Madison A v e .
Irvington, NJ

24 Hours of Non-stop Music
provided by WMSC.

Applications are n ow av ailab le in the S1LC office
4th Floor, Student Center
Teams m ay sign-up fo r 2 hour time slots
o r fo r A LL 24 HOURS!
To find out more information and details, call
893-5245
SILC & WMSC are Class One Organizations of the SGA.
rw w w w j w w w w w n fy w w w w w w w w w w w w v w v w w w w w w w j w r w w v < r s w w v w w r w v s s w w v w

Shampoo,Precision Cut,Blow Dry
- /Æ ^

G et A cquainted

$8 Special - _ I i ^ u i U I
w/jamie
Tues/Ved/THürs. only
for appointm ent edil

Ill

. 746-5557
204 Bellevue Ave. Upper Mrcir.(behind Carvel)

W0} . W Ê

¡4 P ' :®
ŸELLOW

New, space-age alloy
that looks as good as gold,
wears as good as gold, costs about half as much.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: Save $10
off the regular price.
Yellow Lustrium rings by Josten’s available daily
at your bookstore. Or
SEE YOUR JOSTEN’S REPRESENTATIVE

Tues. Mar. 17— 10 AM.*-3 PM.
Wed. Mar. 18— 10 AM.-3 PM.

r

J O E Y Ha r r i s o n ' s
318 PASSAIC AVE.
FAIRFIELD, N.J.
227-5114

The School of
Mathematical and Natural Sciences
is pleased to present

WED & SAT
D isco w ith DJ’s
M ik e & Ernie

ALAN F.W ESTIN

JL H

Professor o f Public Law and Governance
____
Columbia University____ _ _

THUR & FRI
. R ock &
N ew W ave

THIS THUR NIGHT
Live B and
LIAR

speaking on,
"COMPUTERS AND PRIVACY"
liin iin g iP ijiiiiip i i i i i i f i ^ i^ ligiiiiii i i ^ f i i i i ii ia n in iiE iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
mm

Wed, Mar. 18

8PM.

Math/ Science Building

W-106

Free Adm ission with
this c o u p o n
Friday Nights O n ly

\
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Tess: a tragic tale
by Victoria Sottile

B e a u tifu l N a ta s s ia K in s k i a s T e s s

%

Director, Roman Polanski has taken the 1891 novel, Tess of tiled’ Urbervilles, by I homas Hardy
and created a visually delicious, and at times, breathtaking film. Smooth^ sweeping views of luscious
pastoral countrysides combined with rich, textured color entrance the viewer, enticing him, pulling
him into the-film.
.'
Alas, although Polanski has successfully captured the descriptive detail of time and place with
Tess, he has taken Hardy’s steel willed stoic heroine and made her into a languid, frail creature. I he
potential impact Hardy’s novel has as a film is profoundly diminished because of the tempered,
incomplete treatment of the heroine Polanski has settled for.
Tess, (Natassia Kinski) is a young, beautiful, Knglish peasant lass, who. is sent to call upon some
aristocratic cousins living in a mansion some miles away. Her father has been told that their family
name of Durbey field is a misnomer and is really d’Urberville, the name of a noble line of now extinct
aristocrats.
A
W:
It is at the mansion that Tess first encounters Alec-d’Urberville (Leigh Lawson), the suave, dark
man who has bought the family name. Alec claims l ess as cousin, and gives her a job managing the
“family” poultry farm. He becomes infatuated with l ess, and attempts to seduce her, telling her,
“Beauty has its price....” Less does not take kindly to his advances, and wards them off until one
night, he carries her away on horseback, and amidst swirling clouds of fog, ravishes her. She
becomes his reluctant mistress, until her revulsion for him becomes too much to bear and she steals
away one night back to her home and family in Marlort.
She bears-Alec’s bastard child, who is sickly and dies soon after birth. Disgraced and despondent,
less leaves herhom ein an attempt to escape her tragedy. She goes to work as amilkmaidon adairy
farm, where she meets and falls in love with Angel Clare (Peter Firth). Clare is the fair, gentle, son of
a minister, studying to become a gentleman farmer. He is an obvious contrast to the sinister Alec, and
treats l ess with an almost reverent gentleness. Despite their obvious social differences, Clare asks
Less to marry him, but she refuses because of her sordid past. Unable to refuse him any lohger, she
finally consents and attempts to tell him of her past by slipping^ letter under his door.
On the eve of their wedding, l ess finds the missive-misplaced between the floorboards and
carpet, unread in Angel’s room. The wedding takes place,.and on their wedding night, after Clare
confesses a minor affair o.f his own, l ess summons the courage to tell him her story.
Angel is horrified to learn the woman he loves is not the pure, virtuous creature he imagined her to
be. He tells her, “ You arc not the woman I love, but another in hershape. I thought you were a child
of nature, but you are the last in a line of degenerate aristocrats.”
The marriage never consumatcd, (dare leaves for Brazil and l ess returns home again. She
encounters Alec, who tells her she will be his mistress once more. Letters to Clare prove futile, and
l ess is drawn into Alec’s cruel clutches because he promises to provide for her homeless family.
After a year or so, a sickly Clare returns, filled with remorse, looking for Less. His search ends
when he finds her in a boarding house in Sandhournc, a seaside resort. She tells him to go away never
to return again. She returns to the suite, and Alec, who begins to mercilessly taunt her about her
husbartd. Shortly thereafter, l ess leaves the house, dressed in ascarlet velvet dress, her face veiled in
black. She catches Clare on the train and tells him she has killed Alec. Clare vows to protect Less
from the consequence of her crime and they become fugitives. They remain so for days until they arc
discovered one morning at sunset among the monoliths at Sronchcdge.
, ...
.,
. Tess is a lovestory of abused innocence. The character, although passivejs not inanimate. Kinski s
performance is that of a woman without the passion of spirit strong enough to bear the injustices
dealt jo her. Kinski goes through the motions of Hardy’s prose but presents to us a Tess separate and
detached from her society. Hardy’s less is so much a part of the society which squelchs her that she
returns again and again tp it only to feel its inequities more strongly each time. Although very
beautiful, Kinski’s doe-like beauty is not enough to sustain the vigorous spirit of her character.
l ess is not only victimized by the society, but by the men that love her. She stands misunderstood
by both Alec and (dare, each of whom choose to view her in accordance to their conception of
woman. Alec sees her as the object of his lustful, raw appetite and possesses 1css through cruelty and
degradation. C'lare sees her as pure and chaste, and when he discovers her tc) be tarnished, cannot
overcome his priggish morality until he has suffered without her.
.
Firth’s performance mirrors the sadness and torment of his character and in the end, the distaste for
Clare’s spinelessness is forgiven because it appears he has truly suffered in his love for l ess.
Lawson’s presence on the screen as Alec grows more wicked as the film progresses. Any
sympathy possible for Alec is squashed because I .awson fitfully conveys the destructive force Alec
represents to l ess.
.
The cinematography by (¡eoffrey Unsorrh and Cihislain Cloquet is spectacular and along with
the hauntjnglv beautiful score by Philippe Sar.de, make the film well worth seeing.
T he film is a good adaptation of.an excellent novel. The main distinction to lie made is that the'
novel gives the reader the differences between a Tess loved in cruelty and a l ess loved in kindness.
The film gives the viewer only the similarities.

'Riddle' tugs gently at the heart
by D e b o ra h J . J o h n s o n

Tell Me a Riddle
St.irriiiy: M ehyn Douybis, I.ihr
Kedroi'.i .
Directed by: Lee (L\wt
l-'iiii/iLiiy I’iet/tres.Rated L(1
I ike a favorite stuffed animal
from days past—one eye
missing, ears drooping, bow
torn, and fur soiled-- I til Me a
Riddle is a film which rugs
gentle at your heart.
'The story concerns the
poignant relationship of David
and Fva, elderly immigrants,
whose love for each other has
faded w ith time. 1laving come
to the US during the pogroms
of ( 'zarist Russia, the couple

now find, themselves alone in
the large house where they
raised’ their family. The result
is h a u n tin g silence and
animosity in a marriage once
filled with much love.
D a v id , p o r tr a y e d by
M e l' vn D ouglas, insists
stubbornly, that he is going to
sell the house. It is too big and
he is too okl to keep up with
repairs. Fva (Lila Kedrova),
ahvays ltookishly. introspec
tive, retreats further inside
herself, turning off David's
threats with a flick of her
hearing aid switch. 1 he house,
like her scrapbook of treasured
photographs, is a friend.
Fva soon falls ill and is
diagnosed as having cancer.

David, unable to tell his wife
she has only a year to live,
decides ro fake her to see their
children and grandchildren
living in various parts of the
country. When Fva’s condition
worsens, she begs David ro
rake her back home. I te can t.
The house is . gone—sold to
finance their trip, f inis, he is
faced with the painful task of
telling liis dying tvife the truth:
thev nave no home, only each
other.
Douglas's sensitive portray
al of David carries this film.
When he attempts to climb the
ladder to paint the house's root,
only to give up on the second
step, you nor only see his
indignation—vou feel it. I .ater.

his desperate plea via telephone
to have the real-estate agent get
the house back, is filled -w ith
pathos.
Kedrova-is equally good as
•Fva, although she often* acts
too coquettish for the role. Tor
instance, upon seeing the
Pacific ( )ccan for the first rime,
she takes off her shoes and
stockings and races gleefully
into the waves. It is a touching
moment until vou begin to
wonder how a little o ld lady
dying from cancer suddenly
mustered up all that energy.
Director Lee (¡rant relies
heavily upon flashbacks to
explain David and Fva’s earlier
relationship. 1 his is effectively
done, and the film moves from

past to present quite fluidly.
U nfortunately, transitions
within the present tend to be
chopper One minute Fva is
bedridden in a hospital room-,
and the next she's as spry as can
lie on. all airplane to Omaha.
\ o mention is made of going to
visit relatives; ( ¡rant leaves you
ro figure that out for yourself.
Tell Me a Riddle is a very,
special film. Life, it implies, is
like a riddle. So is" loving.
Neither can be experienced
without pain or misfortune,
and tlie endings aren r always
happy or successful. But this
only makes them all the more
preeious, and something not
easily given up on—like .the
stuffed animal from days past.
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Vietnam: the
pain of it all
by Linda Martelli

The emotional, impact of
K'mily Mann’s well written one
act play Still Life is a
shockingly moving documen
tary drama of the effects the
Vietnam War had on-the lives
of three people.
Mark (John Spericcr), a
marine veteran of tne Vietnam
War, his pregnant wife Cheryl
(Mary McDonnell) and his
mistress Nadine (Timothy
Near) arc the only characters in
the play and have all become
casualties of the war. All three
characters sit at a loiig, white
table which is the only scen ery 1
Other props include two packs
of cigarcrs; glasses of water and
a pitcher. The simple scenery is
appropriate because there is
such deep dialog that the
audience must listen intently.
Pictures areshown on a slide
projector. Mark shows the
slides of Vietnam,, and. his
buddies. His anguish becomes
more of a reality through the
slides. Mark has a sensiriveside
which is shown through
pictures* o f V ie tn a m e s e
children. The same children he
loved were wired with bombs
which was the hard reality he
could not face, Mark swore

that his1son would never go to
war.
T he overall problem is
Mark’s inability to^iccept what
he has done in Vietnam. He is1
still obsessed with the> war,
therefore he constantly talks
about it. Marines were trained
to - kill and Mark enjoy ed
having the power of life and
death over the Vietnamese’.
Because of his guilt feelings',
M a rk has d e a lt w i t h
alcoholism, drug addiction and
has beaten his wife.
The p|ay consists of a, panel
discussion rather than action ■
and dialog. There áre three
separate conversations goingon s im u lta n e o u s ly that
u ltim a tely reveal M a rk ’s
anguish as he reentered society.
The telling -o f character’s
lives, flashbacks and frequent
in te rru p tio n s from other
members in the cast are very
effective. Cast members hardly
speak to one another. Dialog is
only interrupted by the short
slide presentation and there is
no otner action.- Kvery line is
filled with pain, and horror is a
part of each word.
The characters seem to be
confused about life. Mark is
stunned that his parents hare
the crime in America but yet

Vietnam pictures shown on a backdrop by war vet in scene from S till Life.

they don’t.seem to understand
that Mark committed the same
crimes in ‘Vietnam.
Cheryl is pale and thin and
her speech is filled with lines of
escape stich as: “ 1. don’t
remember; I’m not sure; I don’t
tjiinkxabouf. it anymore.”
N a d in e sees „a- to ta lly
different side of Mark. She
explains Mark’s behavior as
creativity and convinces him to
take up photography. Mark'
uses his wife as the subject and
puts pictures of her in jars. He
mutilates the pictures and

makes a collage. /
Spencer played *a very
realistic ¿’part aS he chain
smoked and scratched a rash
constantly throughout the
play. He stuttered at times and
cried when he talked about his
buddies. The audience shared
his pain and guilt of his crimes
in the war.
The pain of McDonnell’s
character was also lielievable.
She left the stage to refill her
drink which seemed to calm her
down. The_audience knew that
her life had fallen apart because

of her hus land. She talked with
sarcastic and cutting lines about
her husband.
Near did nor have as much to
say as the other two characters.
The character she portrayed
brought in an optimistic point
r of view. Kach time McDonnell
spoke, Near contradicted her
with.a pleasant line.
There is Still I.if exsifter a war
veteran returns to society. Do
not miss the production of Still
Life at The American Place
Theatre ip NYC. The play will’s
leave you ''shellshocked.

MSB lacks pássion; Eno shines
by Han Strass er
! he Mieli,tel St.wiry H,nul
L M I A maic,i Records
M \ L i fe In The Hush O f (¡hosts
Hri,hi I'.iio-IXriid Hyritc
Sire Records

.Vs a purveyor of Midwest
ern power rock, I he Michael
Stanley Band fails on several
levels. The most glaring fault
on lle,irtl,wd is the lack of antvocal strength. In fact,, the
vocals throughout are forced
and affected, leaving little room
for anything imaginative to

break through the thick mire.
The problem reflects o n the
fact that Stanley, the guiding
force behind the band, sings
lead on eight of the 11 tracks;
here. His voiceissomlx-r andaf
rimes, pitchless. Stanley'-s voicecarries with it no emotional
reservoir out of which he can

ALIEN A D VEN TUR E!!

such a way that categorization
rescue his often mediocre,
material. I lie sole exception to
of the album's '‘sound" i(|r*
the innocuous vocals lute is I le
impossible.--"There,are traces of
the Ileads' Le.ir <yf Musie and
(ain’t l.ove You, sung by
Kevin Raleigh. The song,
Rem,tin lit l.ix lit here, but
unencumlx-rcd by Byrne’s
currently a Hit on Isotli am and
fm stations-nationwide, is Insometimes irritating vocals, the
far the best song on the album.
music shines.
There are other problems as
I lie Jezebel Spirit and.
Mountain Of Needles closeout
well, some; ol them serious.
The band, again except for the
til'd two sides ol this album and
aforementioned I le( ain't 1,ovc
they are fine works indeed.
The effect is almost ethereal as
You, is devoid ol passion.
Kuo Bvrne have taken the
( hirsidc of ( da rente ( denispacincss of Pink i-’loyd and
moils' guest appearance on
saxophone, there is nothing
combined it w ith a natural hulk
with any exhulieraiice here.
that while tar removed from
soul, is stiU extremely spiritual
The rpekers do not drive anil
in its feel. The songs here are
rhe'ballads do not charm. Boh
'Scgcr, who long ago delined
nor light and they are n o t
the“ .Mill western sound,” does
meant to be. Mea Culpa is a
niueli better with even his
dour piece and listening to it
makes me feel uneasy, Bur it
weakest efforts. I lie difference
draws me further and further
is that when I listen to Scgcr,
in. Tlie magic of these songs (a
even during his off 'moments,
loose term since there need be
lie manages ^to. capture my
no break between them; the
attention. / leattldnd, an album
pieces could stand together
almost completely void of
very well) is in their subtle, but
direction, dogs it only once. 1
can hear why, too. I lie band is
forceful, pulling m of your
working too hard. They-didn’t . energy. I could not have taken
this album off the turntable it 1
have much fun making this
albunr, either. I’ll bet.
wanted to.
My. Life in

Y e s folks, another alien adventure! The aliens dropped in to catch one o f the fast-paced, actionpacked, thrill-a-m inute, unfam ous intram ural basketball gam es held “ w h o know s w h e re " on the
M S C cam pus on Saturday afternoon. W ell, th a t’ s all for now sports fans.

z

Tie. Hush O f

(¡hosts is a difficult album to get
I fell in love with this album
through in- spite of all its '
tlie first Time I heard it. A
plusses. Still, everything about
collaboration between Brian
it is worth the effort. It is the,
l-.no (formerly of Roxy-.Music)
first album Tliave heard in a
arid David Byrne of Talking
long time that has challenged
I leads, MyLije fti t he Hush Of
(¡hosts is the culmination of -me and threatened my stable
notions of what music could,
Tub s solo work and Byrne's
and should, be. The greatest
-direction with the Heads. The
compliment I can paV this
contrasting rhythms, chants,
album is by sat ing that it is
voices, and in stru m en tal
hard to imagine not having it. 1
album, we;\vc and connect in
flourishes that grace' rhis - think you’ll agree.
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The envelope please.
by Stephen Kantrowitz

T h e m in u te s p a s s e d
excruciatingly . slow
as the
contestants and audience alike
Waited for the judges to finish
delilierating. Who will the
winner he? Who will achieve
the ultimate victory, and
receive a check for S i,000 its
the first place finalist in the
N ew J e rs e y S y m p h o n y
Orchestra (N'JSO) Young
Artist Auditions? ,
The judge's decisions were
surprising, to say the least.
I lien Braslavsky, a Brilliant
voting pianist, won the hearts
of all with her sensitive and
extraordinary performance of
/Beethoven’s (yn/ccrlo for pinto
in (.' minor, op. 37. She played
r It e s ec o n d a n d t It i r d
movements with an expertise
far Beyond her 16 t ears, yet
she placed onlv second.

Top honors went to 12year-old Sang .Min Park, a
cellist from Bergenfield. He
performed a rather erratic
rendition of Tchaikovsky’s
I '¿nations tin j Rococo Thrnte, op.
Si. He is a student of ( Tanning
Robbins at the [tiilliard School
Precollege Division.
H eld lasf. S u n d a y in
Memorial Audito'rium, the
finals Brought an -audience of
several hundred music lovers.
They were Both attentive and
responsive ur the voting
players. Third place honors
went to Hiroka/.u Yoshikawa,
and • the fourth place winner
was Sangmi Cluing..
lodges for the finals were
Thomas Michalak, N'JSO
music director; Stephen Kates,
Nathaniel Rosen, Jeffrey
Siegel, and Jeffrey Swann.
Awards were presented by

I ... I
.■
I
presielenr of the N’JSO League.
In addition to rlie cash award.
Park will solo with thev
orchestra on one of their
regular suBscription series
.concerts- timing their 19811982 season.
What madcTark’s victory so
surprising was the fact that his
performance was inferior to the
other contestants. The most
pleasing quality of his playing
was his ap parent deep,
emotional involvement with
the music. He injected his
entire soul into the piece; he
swayed, he rocked, and Ins hair
flew in e v e ry p o s s ib le '
direction. However, sonic
technical obstacles got in the
wav, marring his performance.
\ The Tchaikovsky w o rk is a
virtuoso’s showpiece and it
seethes with Bravura effects;

YOU'RE NEVER MORE
VULNERABLE THAN WHEN
YOU'VE SEEN TOO MUCH.

V

d o u b le s to p i , a rtific ia l
’h a r m 011 ics , a n d u p Bo vv
staccato. Park handled these
admirably. But other matters
fared less well. His tone was
sometimes sour, his intonation
was far from precise, and he
often used far too jiuich Bow
pressure. Some' of his shifts
were so sloppy and overemph
asized that it sounded as if the
tut (catgut strings) was in
agony. This was the first place
winner.
P rio r to p la y in g th e
Beethoven con err to, Braslav
sky gave a moving perform
ance, of Mozart’s lojitasit in C

for Ticino in .1 minor, op. 2 no. 3.
It is a work that demands a
framatic—intensiy and it was
quite apparent in Yoshikawa'T
playing. I lovvcver, much of the
lyrical serenity rliat underlies
the music was missing. I le
effortlessly tossed off living
arpeggios, scales and octaves,
l»jjr he was often roo forceful
and [>omuled the keys instead
of touching them.
( hung was rather disappoi
nting and justly earned the
fourth place spot. She rook a
much too straight forward
approach and her phrasing was

What made Park's victory so surprising was
the fact that his performance was far
inferior to the other contestants.
minor, op. 37. She was frith
sensitiv e and highly expressive
in h e r. interpretation. Her
p h rasin g was ex trem ely
musical, arid there were
noticeable Builds in dynamics.
She was perhaps roo gentle in
her approach,, though, arid she
could have dug in a little more.
1ler Beethoven was even
more charming. Tenderness,
sincerity)- and great warmth
were all conveyed in her
playing. The Inner Beauty and
poise, too often missing, were
alvvavs th e re . She was
confident and accurate in her
playing, and she proved ro Be
an accurate technician. All in
all, it was a via zz ling
performance.
Yoshikawa, the third place
winner, .gave 'a powerful
dtspfa'y of tremendous fervor.

sometimes awkward. Her
technique was nor always
secure arid -her playing was
often sloppy. She made great
strives in the cadenza; things
seemed to fall into place. Bur it
was too late to make much of a
difference. '
I he N'JSO auditions proved
to lie' an interesting andexciting venture. We now have
rilewinners; all ol whom arc
promised solo engagements
with the orchestra in-tile-198182’ Youth Concert Program'.
\\ hat remains to Be seen is
?w hethcr or nor they will have
an orchestra with whom to
perform. It is; greatly hoped"
th a t th e o r c h e s tra cam
o v e rc o m e th e ir c u rre n t
financial crisis to-provide the
you.ng a rtis ts w ith th e
opportunity tliev' deserve-;
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WALT DISIMEYS

Ey e w i t n e s s

TECHIUCOLOR.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS A PETER YATtS FILM

WILLIAM HURT - SIGOURNEY WEAVER-CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER
"EYEWITNESS'' and JAMES WOODS • Produced and Directed by PETER YATtS
- Written bv STKVt TESICH ■ Music by STANLEY SIEVERMAN Associate Producer KEN N ET H UTT
'
INOW AN AVON PAPERBACK 1
R E S T R IC T E D

K

^

UNO ER 1 7 REQ U IR ES A CCOM PANYING
P A R EN T OR A O U L T 6U AR0IAN

m

The ultimate in sight and sound
w it h

Leopold Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra
O r i g i n a l s o u n d t r a c k a lb u m a v a ila b le o n V i s t a R e c o r d s .

Re-released by BUENA VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO.. INC.^
©W alt Disney Productions

C 1981 TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 13
-M A N H A TTA N -

- NEW J E R S E Y 

W ALTER R EA D E'S

ZIEGFELD
Ave. of the Americas on 54th St.
765 -7 60 0

UA BELLEVUE
2 6 0 Beievue Avenue. Upper Montdair
201-744-1455
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Thur., M arch 12
S E M IN A R : Treads for the ’SO's

part of a series directed towards
nursing home, administrators and
staff. Pleasant Valley Home, West
Orange, N'J. Cosponsored by the
-Franzblau Institute for Continu
ing Fducation of Daughters of
Israel Pleasant Valiev Home and
the \1SC ('enter for Adult
Continuing Kducation. Tee: S30,
contact, ;MSC 893-4296.
A R T F O R U M LEC T U R E : The

Black Image in World Art. the
development of Black Depictionfrom
Credynastic Egypt to the Tost
Industrial HV.tr by Jules Taylor.
MSC campus, Cdlcia Auditorium.
Contact Patricia Kay 893-4307.
P A R A L E G A L P A N EL: Discus

sion with professionals in this field
plus a coffee hour. MSC campus,
Russ Hall lounge. Contact: Dr.
.Marilyn Frankcnrhaler 893-4152.
C H IL D R E N 'S T H E A T E R : Susan

B. Anthony, a musical performed
by the Performing Arts Repertory
'Theater Foundation ftf N Y". MSC
Memorial Auditorium. School
groups only. Sponsored by
Cultural Programing, ('ontact:
PAR T (212) 595-7508,
Fri., M arch 13
M O VIE: CI.UB presents Triday

the 13th at 7 and 9:30 in the.
Student Center Ballrooms the
price is Sl.yO with ID and S2
without.

P R E R E G IS T E R : Preregister for

Third world Creative .Arts
Seminar sponsored by the School
of Fine and Performing Arts. It
will be an all day event featuring
20 workshops in theater, music
and art. MSC Student Center
Ballrooms, April 3, 8:l5 am-2:45
pm. Registration fee, SI student,
S2 others. Conract: Dr. Gerald
Lee Ratliff 893-4313.
Tmlyn Wiiliams as
Charles Dickens'. MSC Memorial
Auditorium. Tickets: S6 standard;'
S4 senior citizens and students.
Contact: Cultural Programming
89>-5112.

T H EA T ER :

R ECIT A L: Steve Murtha, student,
guitar. MSC campus, McF.achern
Music building. Contact: Laura
Wotxlson 893-4237.
Tue., M arch 17
P A R A D E : CLUB will sponsor a

bus to the Sr. Patrick’s Dav Parade
in X YC. Bus leaves MSC at 10:30
am and return at 6 pm. Tickets are
S2 each.
PA R T Y : CLUB presents a party
with Backstreets at K^pm in the
Student Center Ballrooms. Must
be 19 or older.
W ed., M arch 18
BIDS:Bids for the 1981 Spring

Ball will go on sale at 8 am in
Ballroom B.
C A T A C O M B S : Cl.UB presents
Catacombs at 8 pm, third floor
lounge. Free food and entertain
ment.
-

rfSfl.

The Bookstore
w ill not he closed for
c o n s t r u c t i o n .We will r
open throughout the re
modeling,so look for our
SPECIAL CLEARANCE
SALES,..
COMING SOON!!!

FRENCH WEEK
Monday. M arch 1 6 :
Week of M arch 16
French M enue in the
__
h Formal Dining Room
• Tuesday, .March 17
•
Bread & Cheese Sale in the lobby of
... ,
, -.\ :
, Q Partridge Hall 10AM-1 PM
W ednesday. M arch 18
; r ,. ■ ; - x ■f , .
French Film =Hdppiness= by
Agnes Varda (In French)
Ballroom A, Student Center
12PM-2PM
v| Thursday. M arch 1'9
Bake Saie in the lobby of
Partridge Hall 8AM-1 PM
French Film =Happiness= by
Agnes Varda (In French)
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FO R

S A LE :
Fourteen inch
1-cnron « ire haskets ami rims in
excellent condition, only SI 70.
Call 7469650 anil ask for Boh.

FO R S A LE : Itondo II l.leetfie
(itiitar, three months . old and
liardlx used. Perfect for beginners
and intermediate call 992-/673.

FO R S A L E

FO R

1972 ( Ihexy Impala,
tan « irli vinyl roof, ps, jib, ae, am
\ .•xx b ra k e s, rire s,
ra'di
carlmrator, gas ran k.amf muffler.
Must hear engine to appreciate.
Asking 8600 firm, 745-8593.
FO R

SAJLE: Sax e over S200.
lake over a Club Xaurilus
membership for 30 months at
S300 with a yearly lifetime
renewable rateof S75. I his offer is
currently selling tor S525 .with a.
xearlv lifetime renexx able rate of
898 for 24 months, lo r more
information call 773-0220, ask for
Myron or Zcnon.
FO R S A LE : Jiolcx super eight
projector, price S 125, worth S300.
Brand new. call Steve at 4613666.
F O R S A LE : I•'our Bcrlinerta
xx heels, lugs and caps, S100. Call
|ohn at 893-6709.

SA LE :

1965 Mustang
C o n v e r tib le C la ssic g o o d
condition, runs great,' asking
81,775, call 666-5460.
FO R , S A LE : 1977 Honda 125
(street bike). Kxccllent condition,
low mileage, must see, $425. Call
l orn 779-7226.
FO R

S A LE :

C ar stereo, two
pioneer top of the. line in dash
am/fm >cassette players, and
pioneer amplifier. Reasonable
prices. Call Ralph at 249-7087.
FO R S A LE : Living room set;
sofa, two chairs, t«'o end tables,
two lamps and cocktail tabic,
$395. Call 373-4673 between 6-9
pm.
FO R S A LE : Panasonic anCfm
cassette, phono stereo ' with
speakers. Asking $175. Call 3849573.

F O R S A LE : Brooks (running,
basketball, football, softball,
baseball) shoes. All colors and
sizes. Low prices! For information
contact.Tim ar 893-4726 or Apt.
302C Clove Rd.

WANTED: Summer employ
ment, -Wildwood Boardxx alk game
positions. ( iood pay, loxx cost
housing, xxriic, Marten Shapiro
I 253 Conimer.ee Ax e. I iiioh, \ |
07083.
W A N T ED : ( iuirar ,lessons, MSC
music major teaches classical, rock,
f n joys teaching at any lex el SSfor
45 minutes. ( .all ( iris at 992-7673.
W A N T ED :

Bills , Joel's , (.///,/

Sprhrfc llmpor. Will pay top dollar.
Please call 482-5245 after 4 pm
weekdays and ask for Pete.
W ANTED:

Business manager,
will train. Call 893-4410 for
information or come to the
Quarterly .Office fourth floor
Student Center. '
W A N TED : Full or part time sales.

Call for interview daily between
3-5 pm 667-751 3

datebook and
classified are
free

W ANTED:

Partycrs. People
anxious to have a good rime (n
Florida. If interested call 8935232. •
W A N T ED : Parttimc messengers.

A vailable during the week to make
n a il g ra m p ic k - u p in NJ
(Maplewood area) and delivery to
NYC (Penn Station area). Car
necessary. If interested, call Bob at
212-695-6776.

P E R S O N A L : 1.on, than kvou tor
trusting me and foi being my good
luck charm on Monday.' Paid.
PERSO NAL:

Many thanks to
|oannc (Drop-in Center) and my
“ Speed Racer" friend. Chuck lor
rescuing me «'hen 1 needed help
xx ith mix ear. It’s alxxties nice to
recognize those people that are
around xxhen you really nee d
them. Thanks again Judy. P.S.
Specif Racer, you've got un
hooked noxc. Waitingfprmore Inn
rides in the spring!
P E R S O N A L : . I o that special

someone am) f t i r f t l l those going to
Florida xx ilh the baseball team on
Sunday: Best xx is lies tor the most
safe, successful, and very
elijox/ible trip. Knock 'em dead1
P.S \\ i|l miss you “ Bcgga! I .oX'e
Judy.
P E R S O N A L : J a m ie - H a p p y

Birthday!
P E R S O N A L : Ann Rirzcr,.please
eontact Carol Brigantino 9438766
or Diane Petri k. 968-3553 alxmt
’eo-iirt ease.
P E R S O N A L : T o Intrigued—I’m
the gux' « ith the black leather
jacket and (lie star. Let's compare
stars anil whatever. Res pond soon.
P E R S O N A L : Judy, xvhere can Xxe
get tickets lor your next concert?
P E R S O N A L : ¡Super Steve: Does
: xottr impending' leap mean xxe
can’t go lo'ok at the leaves? Love
I .ois 1.alie.
P E R S O N A L : Peter, You're r<x>
tall to play 1brier and too short to
play ( iod. T he Dissidents.

MM

ANNOUNCING
TNiCNDOF
SKYWAYROBBERY.

P E R S O N A L : P irn , C h e rry
doueli?? Ask Pojx she’ll know!
P E R S O N A L : Robin, Fell me,
xx hat docs a | AP itive up for I .cut?
Jay?
P E R S O N A L : To Jc.mnc B.T'in
innocent R.M. (Judy agrees)
PERSONAL:

Jim , H a p p y
“semiannual.” I love you. Lana,

me.
TO M A A N D L: Just xvanted to

sav that you are the best rnom
inates a slob could ever have. I lope
x on enjoy the nightly tuck-ins.
Love always, X.
P E R S O N A L : Michael and Cary,

Our
comfy pillows.

Their
comfy pillows.

Our flight
attendant’s smile.

Their flight
attendant's smile.

$479
$786
round
trip.
round trip,
Our
magnificent view.

(unrestricted)
Our
incredible price.

Their
magnificent view.

Plus, starting May 31, we’ll offer 747
service.
Ask about our 10% discount to holders
of the International Student I.D. Card.
For reservations, call (800) 227-2888 or
your travel agent. And help put an end to
skyway robbery.

8 P Transamenca
Ml Airlines

H IC — C U P: Wc xvant bar stools
in the Rat. HowalxiuritHarold?!
I Ay. can’tspe «’hat’s being poured.
LORI: I figured out a wav to get
the 5,746,239,521 that I owe.you
down to about seven.

M A R A T H O N : Look out
Freeman Hall, Webster Hall and
Stone Hall. Bohn Hall is going to
beat you in the volleyball
marathon on.March 20!
M A R A T H O N : Lets go Webster

Hall! (¡et psyched for the
..volleyball marathon. Lets bear
Sr one1, Bohn, and Freeman. We got
you bear!
M A R A T H O N : I rceman I lall will
come o u t on top on March 20.”
We re the best there is!
LO ST: Cloves on Man’ll 2. Blue

xx’oolen xx ifhmulticolored Muleasr
design and black and white stripes.
Please call F.mily ar 843-8537.
LOST: Waller, broxvn, long with a
" (i" in rhcMront. Please return
ID s in the the information desk.
Student ( leiiter main floor.
F O U N D : D riv e r ’s licen se
belonging to F.li/.abcth McCumsey. Please contact Tom at 7903210.
OTHER: l x ping xx.ord priKissj il g p ro fe s s io n a l services,'
reasonable rates (201) 696-6667.
Papers, theses.dissertations I'ypcright Office Center 580 Vallex
Rif., Wax ne.
S E R V IC E :

Student willing to
tutor in Cicrman and Russian at
reasonable rates—Call Dennis at
. 893-5230 (If not there, leave a
message) v 8
CA R LO AD S

O F FUN: NJ
Monte Carlo Road Rally. Anyone
.can compete in any car. Trophies
. plus over $450 cash awards. Call
after 5 pm 997-3269 or 757-3829
for details. Kntcr nowv save
money.
S T U M P Y : If you tliroxv upon me
on the cruise, you’re walking the
plank!
H E Y T E A C H : You’ve got two
too. MAD
P E E R C O U N S E L IN G : Women

Helping Women,'referrals made,
third floor Ma th /Se i en c e
Building, Room 366; MondayFriday,9-4 pm. No charge/
FO R S A LE : Cap and gown for
sale, like-new, make offer. FldD
Columbia University.. Call 8934269.
• H U N G R Y : We xx anr a Hardee,

too.

(unrestricted)
Their
incredible price.

N onstop to Shannon. No
We’ll get you to Europe just like the other
airlines. But at a price that isn’t considered
grand theft.
And on our scheduled service flights
we have absolutely no restrictions. No
advance purchase. No minimum stay.
No penalties.

thanks for that delicious lunch. If
you took me to the FDR disregard
the message above. Only- kidding
.guysTIhanks for the cheap lunch!

S E E K IN G : ( irottp leaders, rennis,
dance, waterfront, ham radio,
blink c o u n s e lo rs , a rc h e ry ,
gymnastics, nurses, canoeing,
'xxaterski, arts and crafts, l or
information, call or xx rite: Camp
fin d er Ring 45 F. 33rd Si. N \ .
NY. 10016 (21 2) 889-6800.

Join The
Montclarion

f

ENHANCE YOUR
PROFESSIONAL CAREER WITH

'Y
■

CENTER FOR THE ARTS 20T-693-S11Z

M ontclair State C o lle g e
E m l y n W illia m s as
C H A R L E S D IC K E N S

F r i . M a r c h 13
M e m o r ia l A u d i t o r i u m at 8 P M
$ 4 . M S C S tu d e n t, F a c u l t y , S t a f f a n d
S e n io r C i t i z e n
$6. O th e rs
*
.
.
1 ickets A r e A v a ila b le I n
C o lle g e A r t G a l l e r y , L i f e H a l l

N orth J ersey
G y n eco lo g ica l C én ter

ART SUPPLIES”
C o m p le te Line

Creative ' Talents Piuss president Roy Rodgers
-invites you to be part of <dyoung. successful co.
CTP seeks monagemenf/stoff and' banquet
.people ( s u c h . ds-bartenders. host/hostesses,
etc.) for upcom ing season.

North Jersey Women’s
Health Organization
HAMBURG TURNPIKE
WAYNE. NJ 07470

450

ABORTION SERVICES

Art Store of N utley

v FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

343 F ran klin Ave.
Nutley, N J

f

Abortion Procedures
Birth Control Counseling
Sterilization Procedures
Complete
Gynecological Care

667-8414
Student Discount w/ID card

T Y P IN G D O N E . D i s s e r t a 
tio n s ,
term p a p e rs,
e t c . K n o w le d g e o f m o s t
stv le
m a n u a ls .
Upper
M o n t c la ir o f f i c e . Phone
0
7 4 6 - 9 0 1 0 9 -6 P M
U pper M o n t c la ir , NJ

call 375-0800 For Immediate Appt.
L O C A T E D 1 B L O C K F R O M IRVINGTON CTR
IHOURS 9AM -5PM MON.-SAT. A M P L E PARKIN G

»VD Screening
»Pregnancy Testing
»Abortion Counselling
»Birth Control
Information

278-4500

1 40 UNION A V E , SUITE 104, IRVINGTON, NJ-

' Send R esum e or Letter .of Intent tm
ctr 1
P.O. Box 797
M ontclair, NJ 07042
All replies will b e a n sw e re d in
c o n fid e n c e ,
. CTP is a Equal O p p o rtu n ity Em ployer M /F

Pilgrim Medical Group
ABORTION SERVICES

.
I

1st and Mid-Trimester (thru 15 wks.)
Local or General Anesthesia

2nd Trimester (16 thru 23 wks.)

riRIM ESTER

LOCAL ONLY UP TO 10 WEEKS

$150.

nnIMW fflf
Hi li
■ B H A
K

J !

INNOVATIONS

PhotoBrown
Edna

penses that change

from

OI*TMrAL

C ENTE It

E y e g te s / . U
, _
to sunglass m \
less than 60 seconds
Lenses change from lite-brow n to
dark-brow n. In su n lite, they change
from eyeglasses to sunglasses. No
sun they change back to eyeglasses

MEDICAID PATIENTS IIP TO 12 WKS. § 1 Q Q

• FREE PREGNANCY TEST
• EXAMINATION AND
COUNSELING
THE ONLY STATE LICENSED
ABORTION FACILITY IN
ESSEX. PASSAIC. MORRIS.
UNION AND MIDDLESEX
COUNTIES.

HOURS 9-5 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.
746-1500

NEW:THEE-Z2 VUE INVISIBLE BIFOCAL
■
YOUNG AGAIN!
i

IN NJ CALL TOLL FREE

(800) 772 -2 174
393 BLOOMFIELD AVE
MONTCLAIR N J 07042

Master Charge • Visa • Bac.

Women's Choice
ANEW
Reproductive Health'
Center Designed
for Women

F R E E p r e g n a n c y tests
R |
F R E E c o u n s e lin g
A B O R T IO N by board
certified gynecologists
O n e L ow F ee • S tr ic tly C on fidential

489-2266
10 Zabriskie Street, Hackensack

Invisible Bifocals, no tell-tale lines
and no vision com prom ises . . . the
bifocal that is cosm etically appeal
ing w ithout vision distortions.

In 1981 depend on
Optical Center
for innovations

W e provide our
customers with the
latest technology
in fashion eyeware.

X -T ra T h in lenses, the new look for
fashion fram es .
. 25% thinner
than conventional lenses. They are
equal in strength to the heavier
lenses and lighter in w eight.

Optical Center Locations:
792-5100

HOBOKEN CENTER
3 3 4 W ASHINGTON STREET

868-0768

X

659-2774

JE R S E Y CITY CEN TER
36B CENTRAL AVENUE

743-1470

NORTH BERGEN COUTER

BLOOMFIELD CENTER

7733 8ERGENLINE AVENUE

58 W ASHIN G TO N STREET
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M SC 's first nine in Florida
A1arcli 16 and 17. I he 1 ribe
will
rlien take On Miami Dade
On the night'of March 15,
the MSO varsity baseball team . North, another junior college,
in single games on March IK
will leave the cold of NJ for 10
and 19.
da vs of sun and fun in Florida.'
I he biggest games ot the trip
\Vell, it won’t be a// .sun and
South will be played .March
fun. The Indians will get to
20 - 22 , a weekend series against
play ball against some of
B iscayne C o lleg e. T h e se
Miami's colleges. In fact, MSC
games are the only ones oil the
will play 10 games in nine
trip that count towards the
days, and when the I ribe isn’t
bribe’s season record because
playing the ream will lie
Biscay
tie is the only college
practicing and practicing and
MSC plays in Florida, I lie
practicing.
ream concludes the trip with
“The- team will get to play
three games against junior
plenty of baseball in Florkla,'’
college .Miami Dade South; a
Fred I till, head varsity coach
m idday d o u b leh ead er oil
said. “We are going to play and
practice as much baseball as $ March 23, and a single night
game on .March 24. With all ot
possible."
the games being played in the
Approximately 23 players.
afternoon
except one, the team
Mill, and two assistant coaches,
w ill practice tor a few hours
Rick (bancola and . Xorm
every.morning.
Schoenig, will leave tor Miami
"It's hard to get a tan on the
via airplane from Newark
trip,"
first baseman Gene
Airport on March 15. T he
McDonald, who will lie
team will play a two game
making his third spring trip,
series against junior college
noted. “With practice- everv
Miami Dade Downtown on
by Victor M . Palumbo

hiorning and the games in the
afternoon, the only time we can
get on the.;beach is early
morning about 7 am." On >a
more serious note .McDonald
sees a successful trip.
• “ Me should do really well
lieeause we have great pitching
and fabulous hitting, and we
are team oriental this year," he
said.
Sophomore Steve Lipinski,
who will be starting in
rightfield, thinks the tact that
the players will tie living
together is important tor. the
character ot a successful team.
" ( hi tlie Florida trip you get to
find out more about your
team m ates. I t ’s a good
experience,” Lipinski, who
will lie making his second
Florida trip, stated.
l o r most ot the players it
w ill be their second, third, or
fourth time that they’ve gone
to Florida to play baseball. But
for Steve Nerone and a tew
others it will lie a new

' “T his is my first rime
traveling with the team to
Florida and without a doubt
I’m excited,’ Nerone said.
“For m erit’s an early season
opportunity to show my
talents," the junior outfielder
explained. The games in
Florida also give Nerone a
chance in his fight for à starring
position on the ream. Nerone is
also looking forward to Florida
for another reason. “ I’ve heard
about the wet I -shirt contest at
the ChiChi Lounge and bin
looking forward to it," Nerone
added.
For 1(ill this wall be his fifth
season going to Florida as head
coach. 1tv’s enthusiastic as ever
about the trip.
"bin really looking forward
to Florida. The teams w e play
down there have excellent
baseball programs and it’s good
e a r l y s e a s o n b a s e lfa ll
expérience for the- plavcrs,"
1 fill said.

“ I lie-players on our team
will have to bear down and
plav good ball -because the
teams w’e play are in themiddle
of their season—at the peak ot
their .playing ability," Mill
comiiK'iired. Mill has set out
Some goals he’d like to
accomplish in Florida.
“ We’d like to w in the series
with Biscayne. I'd also want
the team to tie well preparedior
the season up North," he
concluded..
Tribe Notes; MSC won tw o
out ot three games from
Btscayne last year, and one of
three the year lielore that.
Indians return from Florida
March 25 and plav their first
game up N o rth against
Fordham, away, Fri., .March
27. First home game is on
March 2K against NJ lb .

NBA heads for financial ruin
by Bob Lanza

Hie National Basketball
Association (NBA) might be
in big trouble. Attendance
around the arenas is down from
previous years. I he Phiiadelphia’.76’ers, onept the NBA s
premier teams, tails to draw the
attendance that they deserve.
I his falling attendance rate
around the league, eombined
with a S 100,000 a year average
salary per player, could force
teams into financial ruin.
baking notice to all this are
the sports executives at CBS.
CBS is debating whether or not
to renew the contract they
currently hold with the NBA
to televise weekly games.
(IBS’s T V schedule includes
only the best teams in the
league this season because their
afraid'' viewers would much
rather enjoy watching Abbott

and Costello reruns instead ot in g . This, failed to work as the
ratings will show. Critics have
two mediocre professional
also stated that there are too
teams, fans w-ill see mostly Los
many blacks in the NBA for it
A n g e le s , B o s to n , a n d
to appeal to tlie masses. I tail to
Philadelphia this year, while
teams like NJ and lFallas will besee how this statement am id lie
true since there are as many
nonexistent to the national
blacks in the college game as
audience.
there are in the pro game.
( )n the other side of the coin
( )ne rule that the N BA
there is an event called college
basketball. I lie college game is-, added last year is the three
point field goal. I his added
overshadowing the NBA. Just
some extra excitement for the
read the T V ratings whenever
a college game and a pro game Mans. It has changed the
games’ strategy lieeause as
juxtapose one another.
more players perfect the jump
Some say that the reason
shot from three point range, the
college basketball is winning
mofe coaches will design plays
the ratings war is because of
specifically for its purpose.
NBC’s broadcast ream which
Despite the addition of the
consists of AI AlcQuire’s NY
three -point field goal ‘rule
street rap. CBS took notice to
college .basketball is still a much
this and put Bill Russell under
•more exciting game to watch,
contract with hope that lie
I here, are a few reasons for
could offer sonfb defense
this. First they do not play as
against .McGuire's announc
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mm
Day

DATE OPPONENT

PLACE

Sat.

3 '28

T emple U . (DM)

A

1 pm

29
31
3
4

Seton Hall L’niv.
1.ehnian College
Ithaca College (DM)
University of Delaware (DM)

A

7
9

Bridgeport Univ.
(ilasslioro State
Adelphi U. (DH)

1 BA
3:30 pm
3 pm
1 pm
3 pm
3:30 pm
3:30 pm
1 pm
3 pm
3:30 pm
• 7 pm
2 pm
3:30 pm
3:45 pm
12 pm
2 pm
3:30 pm
2 pm
4 pm

Sun. 3
bue. s
Fri. . 4
Sat. ,4
f .'\"„
bue. 4
bhur. 4
Sat.
4
Mon.
Wed.
1 hur.
bue.
bhur.
Sat.

IT

H

H
A
H
M
(1

4‘ 13 Upsala College
4 15 ' I renton State College
4 16 Westchester Stare
4 21 .William Paterson College
4 23 Keaft College
4 25 Southern Connecticut State

M
A
A
H
A
A
i

1 ue.
1 ue.

4 28
5 5

Rutgers University
M
Fast Stroudsburg State ( D H ) i A

TIM E
S (H
Mill
U

many gables.’ bhis means that
every game is important so
teams will prepare three or four
days' to play an opposing team.
Secondly scoring in college
basketball does not come as
ease as it does for pro teams.
When points are pur up in
college there seems to be
p rep a ra tio n and s tra te g y behind them. In pro ball
scoring seems to occur easily
•without much pressure from
the dgfen.se.
In regard to some of the
laxness in NBA play 1 have
developed a few rule changes
that I would like to see
incorporated in the pro game.
1.
I he reduction in the
amount of games played. 1hey
should reduce the amount of
games to about 60 and then
increase the number of teams
that make the -playoffs. M his

would increase interest because
playoff rime is when most
teams sellout anyway.
2. I he elimination of the 24
second clock. T lie first thing
people will say to this is that it
will encourage- teams to hold
the ball on offense. Bur- by
eliminating the dock it firings
more strategy into the game. It
also forces reams to come our
arid play defense.
3. Allow teams to play zone
defenses. L’lider current rules
pro teams are nor allowed ro
use zone defenses so they are
forced to play' man to man.
T his encourages one on one
play, not to mention numerous
forced shots.
Now I am not saying that
these three changes would lie
the panacea to professional
basketball, but they would be
interesting to .see.
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Gymnasts second in
Eastern regionals
The MSC womens gymnastics team scored a school record 122.0.5 points, good enough to rake
second place in the Fastern Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (I ,AI AW) division
III Gymnastics'-Championships held at Connecticut College (CC) on March 6 and 7. T he team
championship was won by Indiana University (IU)-ofTennsylvania who scored 1.23.85. Trenton
State College (TSC) was third, scoring 119.40.
/MSC was led by senior all-around gymnasts Renee Massey and Joan Hayes, scoring 29.15 and
30.15, respectively, and freshman all-around gymnast, Mel Kiegel who scored 30.00. Haves and
Kcigel scored career highs in the all-around.
,MSC started the competition on floor and performed incredibly well. Five of the six girls scored
career highs. Haves, 7.6.5; Stefanie Cirohoski, 7.70; Sharon Bakunas, 8.05; co-captain Donna
DeKluvvcr, 8.15; and Kiegel, 8.25.-After the first event, Indiana led 33.15-32.15.
Vaulting was the second event for MSC. All in all, they had an average day with Massey leading
the wav with a score of 8.05, Kiegel scored 8.00, Jill Matidell 7.90 and Margie Breznak 7.70. After
two events, .MSC led IU 63.80-62.60.
.
Breznak led the assault on bars scoring a career high 7.90. Cocaptain Hayes 7.60, freshman
Cirohoski 7.30 and Massev contributed to the team total of 30.05, the first time this vear that MSC
led IU, 63.80-62.60.
MSC’s last event was the balance beam while IU ’s was floor. MSC had their best pressure
performance of the year as all the beam workers performed with grace and consistency. Again
1laves, 7.65; Kiegel, 7.60; and Massey led the' way for MSC. Bakunas scored a career high 6.50 to
contribute to the team score of 28.20. Considering the pressure and nervousness (mostly by the
coaches), it was a clutch performance ‘by the beam team. IU scored 31.40 to squeak out the
championship.
“ We went in looking for second place. We knew how good Indiana was, but as their coaches told
us later, they were starting to sweat going into the last event. We did not lose the championship,
Indiana won it,” stated assistant coach Tim -Marorti". “ 1 think that these girls are a group of
overachievers who seem to perform best when the pressure is on. But they are also the loosest group.
The I SC coach asked us how we keep our girls so calm; hell if I know. We gave it our best shot and
came home with the trophy we set out to win,” Mike Dow, head coach, stated.
Five individuals qualified for the individual event finals. Breznak on the uneven bars and
1)eKluy ver performed well in the finals but didnot earn a place in the top.six. I laves placed fourth on
the beam and fifth in the all-around. Kiegel qualified on the beam but did not place. However she did
place third on the floor and sixth in the all-around. Bakunas, who earlier this year had micro-surgery
on her knee, placed fifth in the floor exercise.
.
-’
Senior cocaptain Joan Hayes has been selected as one of 18 all-around gymnasts to compere in the
AIAW National Championships to be held at the University of. Wisconsin-Superior March 20 and
21 . I laves, a steads' consistent performer, is a four s ear member of the gymnastics ream and
cocaptain for three of those years. She also holds the School record on the balance beam svith an 8.00.

®
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Stefanie G rohoski. one o f M S C 's "best kept secrets," performs on th e uneven bars during last w eeks.Eastern
regional gym nastics competition.

Cheyney eliminates Squaws

photo by Paul Huegel

by Mike Ritz

The young Squaw s, m issing the experience of senior
captain Pat Fixter (above) due to a broken finger, fell
to a tough Cheyney State team 81-59.

lh c MSC women’s basketball team played one of their best games of the year, but fell to defeatto
a highly talented Qieyncy,State College (CSC) ream last Saturday, 81-59, in the first round of the
Northeast regional tournament.'The loss brings MSC’s season to a close, finishing with a 16-11
record.
.
.
The Squaws were forced to play the game without senior forward, Pat f ixter, due to a broken
finger she suffered during a practice session. Fixter had bcen-playing with a broken thumb, the last
three games, when she broke her pinky on the same hand.
.
MSC was led by a great all-around performance by sophomore guard Tracey Brown, who
pourcdjn a game high 21 points on eight ficld«goals and five for five from the line. Sharon Ross also
pitched in 17 points for the Suuaws in a losing effort. Marguerite Dempsey played another strong
game, scoring nine points and grabbing 11 rebounds.
CSC used a well balanced attack, with four of the five starters scoring in double figures. Junior
forward Valeric Walker from Piscataway, NJ, and freshman guard Yolanda Fancy led the Fady_Wolvcs,each contributing ! 8 points. I.aricy also pulled down 12 rebounds. Fred Clover and Debra
Walker also scored 12 and 11 points, respectively for the Vinners. Debra Walker led all players'- in the
game by grabbing 15 rebounds.
CSC grabbed control of the game from the Opening t-ap, outscoring the Squaws, 17-6, on the
outside shooting of Valerie Walker and Fancy in the first fiveminutes. T he young Squaws seemed a
little intimidated at rhe start, missing, a lot of easy opportunities.
Midway through the half, MSC gained some composure and cut CSC’s lead to seven on baskets
by Brown and Ross. This would be the closest. MSC would get for the remainder of the game. The
half ended with the I.ady Wolves leading 38-31.
In rhe second half, both Fancy and, Valerie Walker picked up where they had left off in the first
half. The much taller CSC front line began to dominate both boards, giving the Fadv Wolves two
and three shots at their basket. The .Squaws’ outside shooting, which was failing earlier in the game,
began to fall short.
With five minutes remaining in the_game, CSC had opened its lead to 12 points. MSC’s lack of an
inside game-proved to be the deciding factor in the final totals. Valerie Walker scored the last three
baskets for CSC to make the final score 81-59.
The game last Saturday brought to a close another successful campaign for head coach Maureen
Wendelken. It also- brings to an end rhecollege baskctballcareers of seniors Fixter and Mary Tufty.
The future for MSC women’s basketball looks very promising, with four of the five starters
(Brown, Ross., Dempsey, and Debbie O ’Brien) all returning. 1 he four are two year starters and
provide a good nucleus for the coming year. Next season’s-ream, with junior Caro! Fepse and
freshmen Maureen Kelly, Fisa Tong,* ana I ran Sivolella also returning, should prove to be a real
contender. If this year’s freshmen group can improve this summer as much as they did throughout
the season, and with rhe addition of one or two good recruits, MSC] could regain its dominance it
-once had in women’s basketball.
S Q U A W S H O R T S : CSC outrebounded the Squaws, 54-34...MSC] shot 21-58 (36 percent) from
thc-floor and 17-21 (80 percent) from the line, while CSC shot 34-76 (48 percent) from the floor and
13-21 (62 percent) from rhe line...CSC outscored MSC] in the second half 43-28...the Fady Wolves
bench outscored the MSC] suits 12-()...CSC’s record now stands at- 23-2 and will go on terrace Penn
Stare in the regional semifinals.*
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Smoke Signals
A ll-A m e ric a n w restlers

F e n ce rs foiled
William 'Paterson-College’s (\\ PC) women’s fencing team
defeated MS( 1, 4-0, last Sunday at Sr. Peter’s ( College to give them
a 30-29 victory in the New Jersey Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women. (NJ AI AW) state championships: l airleigh
Dickinson University (L1)L ),- who had won the title three of the
lasr four years, finished second. It was W PC's first title since
1976. MSC finished seventh in the. competition totaling-19
points. .

T h e M SC wrestling ream came up w ith an impressive
show ing last week ar the division 11( nationjils in Cleveland,
O H finishing 17th out of a 92 team field. Senior captain
Jo h n Anrosiewie/. and junior Rodney Sm ith received allA merican honors for the second consecutive year to lead the
"grapplers. L'or both of them it was their th ird trip to the
nationals.
l o r A htosicw icz, his numl>er six ranking was his second
in a row and highlighted his four years as a m em ber o f the
team'. His all-.\incrihin ranking was well earned as lie
decisioned num lx.r one seeded Brick Mock of I renton State
College (T S C ) in their 167 pound weight class.
A nrosiew ie/ also ’decisioned .Mock earlier this season in the
C oast C u a rd Academy .w h ic h he eventually won.
Sm ith, a junior recreation major and an all-Am erican for
the past three years carped a seventh place ranking in his
weight class of 12 6 .

Tiberi ro o m s alone
Yes, Roger I.ope is still working on his new: pitching morion;
T ony Sabato owes Coach f red I fill a “death clap (extr.a
running) for missing sprints earlier this week. 1)av’e McLaughlin
and Bill Sw alinski have the privilege ol having'thcir lockers next
to. captain Yin “Stinky” Tiberi this season. I iberi w ill fie
rooming alone however, w hen the team travels to f lorida for
their opener next week.

T rib e 's new est addition

G e m s sp o n so r M S G night
1 he NJ (iems basketball team w ill s ponsor an MSC night on
Wed., March 18 at South Mountain Arena in West Orange. The
Cents led by former MSC basketball stars C arol Blazejowski,
Wanda Szeremeta and Jill Jeffrey will be honored by teammates
that they played with in their college days at MSC.
Pickets are only S2 and are available in the SI I ,C.( )ffice, fourth
floor of the Student Center. The "Coins will also donate S.50 of
every ticket sold to the American Cancer Society, as part of
SILC’s 24 hour volleyball marathon.

f lic \ ISC' baseball team will have-hall girls at their home games
this season. I lie idea was brought to life by the Indians' soever
team last fall. The girls’job w ill consist of returning lou l balls to
the umpires and helping retrieve bats left ar home plate.

R elay team im pressive
I he women's track and' field team attended the Icastcrn
Regional Indoor I rack ( Ihampionship this past w eckcnd-at Wlest
Point and finished ITrh.our of the 2> mini field
The lour bv 20(1 meter relay ream consisting of bran Harwell,
Bern Thomas, ( ¡aveNoval ami Laura I 'risch cur their relax time
down BV four seconds running their best time this season ar
1:52.7, I"his tim e gave them a fifth place finish in the rcgionals.
Pat Salmon placed ninth in the 3.000 meter run and \o y a l also
placed filth in the.55 merer dash..
“ I am yen satisfied with the team's overall performance,"
Coach Michelle Willis stated. “ I he relay improved four seconds
and in a sprint race that is very good.

M e a d o w s ' S t. P a t's night
A draw ing for a free trip to I reland for tw o w ill fie held as
the highlight of a St. Patrick’s N ight celebration at the
M eadow lands on Lucy, March 17.
Aer Lingtts, the airline o f Ireland, w ill provide round trip
transportation for th e w inner and a guest to'either 1)ufilin or
Shannon toT egin a one week Irish vacation to u r. I he Irish
I ourist Boarcf will provide th e land arrangem ents, which
include first class accom m odations for seVen nights ar
R vans H otels, w hich has six locations th ro u g h o u t freland.
A hearty Irish Breakfast, daily,-is also included in. th e
package.
T h e w inner's name will fie dnnvn fro m .e n m blanks
filled o ut by all patrons attending the races and the special
St. P atrick’s N ight prom otion at the Big M on M arch 17.
the draw ing wifi fie held follow ing tire seventh race.
Throughout the program , Irish musicians and’dancers
w ill entertain in th e grandstand, the clubhouse and in
Pegasus. Irish menus w ill fie-offered in all the restaurants
and souvenirs w ill fie distributed.

Povyerlifters enter Nationals*
Jim ' Phillips and Kd Sheehan will be representing the MSC
pou'erlifting club at the 1981 National Collegiate Pow erlifting
Championships to be held at Kutztown State (College (KSC) on
March 20 and 21. Sheehan will be competing at the 142 pound
class. T he pair, neither a member/of the 1976 MSC National
Championship team, will be facing the likes of lifters from the
defending champion U niversitv ofTexas and the runner up KSC.

Schwartz
per
free throw competition
by Bo Delorm
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In the women's basketball league, the Infielders ended the year on topolthe. competitive league
witli a perfect 6-0 record. In the noncompetitive league, the Play girls finished in first place with a a - 1
record. 1he playoffs started,this past Monday with all teams competing in first round play. Results
of the final game will fie in next weeks article.
In the spring howling league, three teams are fighting for the number one spot, w ith one game
separating each team. The Almo 4 sit on top with a 20-8 mark and 4 and a Half 'l ear and Brian s
Bunch are in second with identical 19-9 records.
, ..
, /
,
,
In other bowling news, SII.C sponsored its annual Candlelight Bowling Night last week at the
Bow'l-o-mat in Paterson. ' I he night was very enjoyable for the participants, with couples Jxiwling m
Dutch pairs Lisa DrBiseghe and Patty Connors took the honors of low- game with a M), and Liz
Crann and Chris Carroll grabbed low series honors with a 541
I he J-oul Shooting contesf was held last w-eek in Panzer Gym with Li participants entered. Mike
Schwartz finished in first place, hitring 25-25 in the'final round to clinch the win. Kevin Raynor
finished in second place With 21-25 and Ron Hayes took third with 2()-2> from the line.
C O M IN G E V E N T S : Applications for the Men’s and Coed Softball I ournaments will be available
Mondav in the SII.C Office, fourth floor of the Student Center.
The Rabfiir Run \yill be held pn March 25 at 2 pm. People who are interested in participating in
the run, should meet in front of the Student Center at 1:3() pin. Maps of the route are available in the
SI L C Office. I-shirrs will be given to the first 50 w ho finish ; ■
There will be awoiiK'n’sone-on-one basketball tournament field in PanzerC ym on March 50 at 8
pm. Registration w ill fie taken the n ig h to f the event,
.
,
,
„ , „
.
SILC! in coordination with W’MSC fm, will sponsor its Jourth annual volleyball marathon
benefiting the American Cancer Society. The marathon will begin at 6 pm I'ridav, March 20 and
^continue until 6 pm Saturday, M arch 21. Lveryonc is welcome to come and help us in our fight
against cancer.
_
,
l-’or more information call SIL (’ ext. >24.i.
.

Kathy Flicek (left) of the Rum Runners pressures Kitty
W hite o f Hooks C om e Back during the Rurr\ Runners 3924 semifinal victory Tuesday night.
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Clock strikes 12 for
'Cinderella'Indians

by Ann Marie Miskewicz

I hc final chapter in the MSC
“Cinderella” story came to,an
end last Saturday night in Fair
Orange. I he underdog Indians
were trounced by Upsala
C ollege ( U ps ala) 86 -6 4 ,
giving the Vikings their second
straight NCAA division IH
South Atlantic Regional title.
Upsala, ranked 13th in rhe
nation in division 111 fielded the
tallest front line o f the
tournament, dominating the
boards and outrebounding
MSC, -49-19. I he front line of
Steve Keenan and V inflic
Harrison at 6 foot 7 inches and
Mike I .argev at 6 foot 8 inches,
combined for 51 points and
grabbed 34 rebounds.
I he Indians, who stunned
top seeded. Roanoke College,
5/-55, in Friday night’s
opening round action never got
on rhe right track after a shaky
start.
MSC got their only lead of
the game right at the outset,
after jumping our to a 2-0 lead
on a basket bv leading scorer
F.d Riche. MSC patiently
worked the ball around
Upsala’s 2-3 /one, but before
Riche- could score again,
L’psala ran off 10 straight
points for a 12-2 lead. During
that stretch, ,\1S(/missed seven
s tr a ig h t sh o ts and was
penalized with three traveling
calls.
.
With 12:28 remaining in the
first half, MSC made a gallant
effort to catch the Vikings on
three straight baskets bv Riche
and freshmen Charles C oe and
I y Durkac to cut Upsala’s lead
to 12-8. i
j
L’psala added foul shots,
from K eenan and G re g
Purnell, but MSC’s Kevin
Barry and Coe popped in two
corner shots bringing MSC
within striking distance at 1412, the closest they' would
come the remainder of the
game. Upsala then went on a
17-8 tear, giving them a
halftime lead of 31 -20.
Second half action saw MSC

in a full court man press which
momentarily confused the
Vikings, but MSC could not
capitalize with a sizeable
offensive threat.
. With 9:43 remaining in the
contest and Upsala leading 5842, captain Fred Hill picked up
his fifth personal foul and the
MSC fans realized their hopes
for an upset victory were over.
Hill, the Indians floor leader,
scored the winning basket on a
bank shot in MSC’s upset
victory over Roanoke, who
entered Friday’s game with a
26-1 record and the number
two ranking in the country in
division III.
T hroughout the- gam e,/.
Uppila’s vocal and rowdy fans
showered the court with rolls
of toilet paper and issues of last
w e e k ’s T he Monte lari on
proclaiming the Indians’ NJ
State College Athletic
Conference (NJSCA C)
champs. The home court
advantage and Keenan’s fine
all-around performance earned
Upsala the well deserved
victors'.
Keenan, an all- American and
one of the top division III players in the country, was
awesonu hitting 11 of 13 from
the field and nineof 11 from the
foul line for ganfo high scoringhonors with 31 points. I he
rem ark-able “t h i n g about
- Keenan’s performance was that,
he played the game on a severely
sprained ankle and saw only
limited- action in Upsala’s'
opening round victory over Allegheny College.
In a game played earlier this
season, the Indians handed
Upsala one of their five losses
o f the season upsetting the
Vikings, 73-67, but the
Vikings played without the
services of Keenan, who w-as
again nursing a sprained ankle.
Kc.enan received the award
for rhe outstanding player of
the tournament and was named
to the all-tournament ream
along with teammates
Harrison and I.argcv, Riche of
MSC and Mike Baker of
Roanoke.

F lyin'
Freddie

M SC captain Fred Hill dishes off a pass during last Friday's
upset of the nation's number two team, Roanoke College.
Hill scored the game winner, banking in a shot with :03
remaining.

Underdog Indians have nothing to be ashamed of
1 he Indians may have lost
the South Atlantic Regional
title to Upsala Saturday night,
but they captured the respect
and admiration of any fan who
has rooted for the underdog.
I hev were nicknamed the
“Cinderella” Indians and were
considered the basketball
version of Rocky.. Fhev upset
some of the top division III
basket ball teams in the.
N o r t h e a s t , wh i l e g o i n g
through the regular season
with a 14-11 record.
A 52-51 victory over
Gl a s s bor o St at e Col l ege
(CSC) on Kevin Barry’s last

second foul shots gavethem the
NJ State College Athletic
Conference (NJSCAC)
championship. This was rhe
Indians first NJSCAC title in
10. years and gave them their
first NCAA division III berth
since 1970-71.
Befprc- t hey won the
opportunity to meet CSC, the
number four ranked Indians
faced William Paterson College
(WPC), the, number one
ranked ream in the conference
tournament and a team that had
beaten them tw'ice—87-85
(double overtime) and 64-57.

I o the determined Indians
that didn’t mean anything, as
they upset the Pioneers 64-58
giving them the championship
shot at CSC.
The victory over CSC
vaulted the Indians into rhe
Sout h At l ant i c Regi onal
t ournament against three
teams, if combined, had won63 times and lost only 12 rimes
all vear.
T h e I ndi ans had t he
unfortunate task of facing
Roanoke College of-VA, the
second ranked division III team

in the nation with a 26-1
record, but M SC made
believers out of Roanoke.
W ith 11 seconds left, captain
Fred Hill drove the lane,
twisted in mid air and banked
in a shot with two seconds left
giving MSC a 57-55 victory
setting up the confrontation
between 13th ranked Upsala.
I he Indians were soundly
beaten by a much taller Upsala
ream, but they have.nothing to
be ashamed of. They showed a
trem endous

amount

of

character, poise and determin
ation in playing their hearts
out, and snowingf he rest ofthe

teams that the Indians were for
'real.
I he past couple of years, the
men.have been overshadowed
by the success of our fine
women’s basketball team. This
year it was their moment to
shine. Coach OllicGelston and
his “Cinderella” team have
brought recognition to MSC
and nave installed a sense of
pride in rhe ¡MSC fans. The
Indians are back on top oft he
division III heap in N j, and
lucky for us arc there
to stav.
_______ ______________ '
______
t *
Ann M arie Miskewicz is sports
editor for. The Mont clarion.

